“A word without a determinate meaning has no meaning for mathematics” (Frege, ‘Über die Grundlagen der Geometrie’ II, 1906, Frege 1967, p. 290).

Abstract. In this paper, I try to shed some new light on Grundgesetze §§10, 29-31 with special emphasis on Frege’s criteria and proof of referentiality and his treatment of the semantics of canonical value-range names. I begin by arguing against the claim, recently defended by several Frege scholars, that the first-order domain in Grundgesetze is restricted to value-ranges (including the truth-values), but conclude that there is an irresolvable tension in Frege’s view. The tension has a direct impact on his semantics in Grundgesetze, especially on the semantics of value-range names. I further argue that despite first appearances sentences (= truth-value names) play a distinguished role as semantic “target names” for “test names” in the criteria of referentiality and do not figure themselves as “test names” regarding referentiality. Accordingly, I show in detail that Frege’s attempt to demonstrate that by virtue of his stipulations regular (canonical) value-range names have indeed been endowed with a unique reference, can plausibly be regarded as a direct application of the context principle. In a subsequent section, I turn to some special issues involved in §10. In particular, I discuss Frege’s piecemeal strategy when he attempts to bestow a unique reference on value-range terms as well as his tentative, but predictably unsuccessful proposal of identifying all objects whatsoever, including those already clad in the garb of value-ranges, with their unit classes. In conclusion, I argue that his identification of the True and the False with their unit classes in Grundgesetze, §10 is illicit even if both the permutation argument and the identifiability thesis presented in §10 are regarded as formally sound. The first argument in one from the point of view of the syntax of Frege’s formal language, while the second is a semantic one.

1 Introduction
When Frege had completed his philosophical masterpiece Die Grundlagen der Arithmetik (1884), he knew that he could not rest on his laurels. In Grundlagen, he had only outlined the logicist programme, but it was underpinned with much philosophical argument. After Grundlagen, the requisite formal and complete elaboration of the programme was a tall order. The most pressing task was to introduce in a methodologically sound fashion logical objects of a fundamental and irreducible kind with which all numbers could justifiably be identified. The introduction of those objects was intended to proceed via logical abstraction, namely by stating purely logical criteria of identity for them and in this way to fix the reference of a suitable term-forming operator.

Needless to say, Frege’s introduction of value-ranges of (first-level) functions and value-range names in his opus magnum Grundgesetze der Arithmetik (vol. I 1893, vol. II 1903) via logical abstraction did not emerge from out of the blue in his work. It had its roots in his earlier attempt in Grundlagen to define cardinal numbers
paradigmatically as logical objects and, moreover, in his envisaged definitional introduction of the real and complex numbers. The latter was designed to proceed along the lines of the introduction of the cardinals, namely by starting with a tentative contextual definition of a suitable number operator in terms of an abstraction principle whose right-hand side — a second-order or higher-order equivalence relation qua criterion of identity — was couched in purely logical vocabulary, and by finally defining these numbers explicitly as extensions of concepts or more specifically: as equivalence classes of the relevant equivalence relation.

In Frege’s view, the need to replace the tentative contextual definitions with explicit definitions was only due to the emergence of the Julius Caesar problem, or more accurately, to the emergence of a whole family of Caesar problems for cardinal, real and complex numbers. Yet in order to justify the explicit definitions, extensions of concepts had to be introduced as logical objects in a methodologically correct manner instead of assuming familiarity with them and taking their logical nature tacitly for granted, as Frege had done in Grundlagen. In my opinion, it was precisely these ungrounded assumptions and the related failure of his attempt to resolve the Julius Caesar problem for cardinal numbers by defining them as extensions of concepts that overshadowed or even undermined the logicist project as sketched in Grundlagen.

Unsurprisingly, there are not only striking parallels, but also remarkable differences between the old and the new strategy of fixing the mechanisms for identifying reference to logical objects. In this essay, following the Introduction, I shall critically discuss the new strategy, in particular Frege’s method of endowing canonical value-range names (allegedly) with a unique reference as well as his attempt to demonstrate that regular value-range names\(^1\) are in fact referential. He probably thought that in Grundgesetze, §§10-12 he had succeeded in getting rid of the indeterminacy of the references of value-range names, arising from a semantic stipulation in §3, by specifying the values of the primitive first-level functions for the truth-values and value-ranges as arguments. The stipulation in §3 is framed in informal, metalinguistic vocabulary and reads as follows:

I use the words ‘the function $\Phi(\xi)$ has the same value-range as the function $\Psi(\xi)$’ generally as coreferential \(\text{[gleichbedeutend]}\) with the words ‘the functions $\Phi(\xi)$ and $\Psi(\xi)$ always have the same value for the same argument’.

Henceforth I call this stipulation the contextual stipulation because it is immediately reminiscent of the attempted contextual definition of the direction operator in Grundlagen, §65, which in fact reads very similarly. The contextual stipulation, which later in Grundgesetze appears enshrined in the formal version of Axiom V:

\[ \neg(\exists f \forall \epsilon (f(\epsilon) = \text{regular value-range names}) \]

\(^1\) In Frege 1893, §31, Frege calls value-range names that are formed from referential monadic first-level function-names regular value-range names \(\text{(rechte Wertverlaufsnamen)}.\)
\[ \alpha g(\alpha) = (\neg \neg f(\alpha) = g(\alpha)) \] (cf. Frege 1893, §§9, 20), is non-standard because, unlike the elucidations of the other primitive function-names of Frege’s system, it does not directly assign a reference (and a sense) to the name of the value-range function by stating the values that this function receives for appropriate arguments, in this case for monadic first-level functions as arguments. It is rather designed to fix at least partially the reference of the name of that function by licensing the mutual transition from one mode of speaking which involves that name to another which does not (cf. Frege 1903, §146). Note that in contrast to the contextual stipulation, Basic Law V asserts something: the value-range of \( f \) is identical with the value-range of \( g \) if and only if \( f \) and \( g \) are coextensive.

After having determined the references of value-range names in a piecemeal fashion — apparently to his satisfaction — Frege thought that it was nonetheless imperative to demonstrate that regular value-range names, and consequently the primitive value-range operator “ \( \varepsilon q(\varepsilon) \)”, have indeed been endowed with a unique reference. To be sure, this demonstration formed only a part of the proof in Grundgesetze, §31 that every well-formed name of the concept-script has a reference. As we shall see, the proof proceeds by induction on the complexity of concept-script names. Yet to demonstrate that regular value-range names refer to something required considerably more effort from Frege than the remainder of the proof in §31, which in the light of his initial assumption that truth-value names (sentences) are referential in their own right, turned out to be almost trivial. In this essay, I shall discuss some important aspects of the proof of referentiality in §31 including its revealing prelude in §§29-30, with special emphasis on what Frege regards as the critical spot of the proof: examining the semantics of value-range names.

Before Russell discovered the contradiction in the logical system of Grundgesetze, Frege considered Axiom V to be the fulcrum of his foundational project. He believed that it is the appropriate means of coming into epistemic contact with value-ranges once the indeterminacy of reference of canonical value-range names\(^2\) was removed, as he

\(^2\) Once the second-level function-name “ \( \varepsilon q(\varepsilon) \)” is available in the formal language and we are entitled to apply the rule of insertion as one of the two permissible modes of forming new names from the primitive function-names, we may regard any term that results from the insertion of a monadic first-level function-name into the argument-place of “ \( \varepsilon q(\varepsilon) \)” as a canonical value-range name. Similarly, we may call equations in which the terms flanking “=” are both canonical value-range names canonical value-range equations. Due to certain stipulations that Frege makes in §§10-11, a truth-value name such as “\( \neg \neg \alpha \equiv \alpha \)” refers to \( \varepsilon(-\varepsilon) \), and a definite description such as “\( \varepsilon(-\varepsilon) \)” likewise refers to \( \varepsilon(-\varepsilon) \). Thus, “\( \varepsilon(-\varepsilon) = \varepsilon(-\varepsilon) \)” , for example, is not a canonical value-range equation, although the terms flanking “=” on both sides refer to a value-range, indeed to the same value-range. Note that my term “canonical” as applied to value-range names is not tantamount to Frege’s term “regular”. “Canonical” is meant as a purely syntactic attribute, while Frege introduces “regular” in Frege 1893, §31 as a semantic attribute of certain canonical value-range names, namely of those that — at a
must have believed at the end of §12 of Grundgesetze, if we give credence to what he says in §10 in anticipation of the stipulations to be made in §§11-12 regarding the definite description operator and the name of the conditional function. Since Frege construed the question “How do we grasp logical objects, in particular, the numbers?” as the fundamental problem of arithmetic, he knew from the very outset of his foundational enterprise in Grundgesetze that only by conferring on every canonical value-range name a unique reference and by subsequently proving this could he justify the use of these names in his formal language and place his logicist project on a firm foundation.

The following sections 2, 3, and 4 are crucial, if not indispensable, for an adequate understanding and critical assessment of Frege’s strategy in Grundgesetze, §§30-31. Furthermore, they are of considerable interest in their own right and may foster not only our understanding of the exposition of the concept-script in general, but also of the close links that Frege saw between the formation rules and the conditions of referentiality for concept-script names in particular. In section 2, I shall describe and analyze the conflict between two clashing assumptions that Frege seems to make in different contexts in Grundgesetze concerning the range of the first-order variables of his formal system. To all appearances, he takes the first-order domain to be all-inclusive when he elucidates the primitive, logically simple first-level functions and defines certain complex first-level functions of his system. By contrast, in §10, where he diagnoses the indeterminacy of reference of value-range names and offers a key to solving the problem by first setting out his permutation argument, by subsequently stating his identifiability thesis and identifying accordingly the True and the False with special value-ranges (their unit classes), and by finally indicating further steps to be carried out, he seems to be operating under the assumption that the first-order domain embraces only those objects whose existence is required by the axioms of his system:

certain stage in his proof of referentiality — can be formed from monadic function-names of first level already shown to be referential. Of course, if the proof of referentiality for all well-formed concept-script names in §31 were successful (as Frege believed that it was), then every canonical value-range name would deserve the attribute “regular”, since all one-place first-level function-names of the formal language would be referential. For the time being, I disregard names of double value-ranges; they can be formed from the names of simple value-ranges in a straightforward way.

3 Frege’s claim in §10: “Thus, without contradicting our equating ‘ ∈ \( \Phi(\alpha) = \alpha \Psi(\alpha) \)' with ‘\( \neg \omega \neg \Phi(\alpha) = \Psi(\alpha) \)' , it is always possible to determine that an arbitrary value-range be the True and another arbitrary value-range be the False” was appropriately called the identifiability thesis by Schroeder-Heister (1987).

4 Whereas the contextual stipulation in Frege 1893, §3 is later embodied in the formal version of Basic Law V, the identification of the True and the False with their unit classes in §10 is not formalized, let alone laid down as an axiom of the system. It is hard to see in any case how it could have been given the status of a logical axiom, for (a) it lacks the most salient feature of logic, which is utmost generality; and (b) it is far from being self-evident (unmittelbar einleuchtend). As a matter of fact, for Frege its plausibility and formal legitimacy rest entirely on his permutation argument which runs through several stages and is not immediately evident.
the two truth-values and value-ranges.\textsuperscript{5} And this assumption appears to guide even more obviously his proof of referentiality for concept-script names in §31. Nonetheless, I argue against the claim, recently defended by some Frege scholars, that the domain of first-order quantification in Grundgesetze is in fact restricted to value-ranges (including the truth-values), but conclude that there is an irresolvable tension in Frege’s view. Plainly, if the first-order domain is taken to be all-encompassing, then Frege’s intended complete determination of the references of canonical value-range names in §§10-12 is inevitably bound to fail. Moreover, any subsequent proof of referentiality for all concept-script names would be an exercise in futility.

In section 3, I analyze the formation rules of the concept-script (Grundgesetze, §26) and their interplay, while in section 4 I discuss Frege’s criteria of referentiality (Grundgesetze, §29). Both the formation rules and the criteria of referentiality essentially underlie his revealing considerations in §30 and his subsequent proof in §31. Unfortunately, the criteria of referentiality are affected by circularity. Although Frege was aware of this and apparently regarded it as unavoidable, he probably did not carefully assess the consequences that it had for his proof of referentiality. Moreover, the criteria can only guarantee that all names, which we obtain from the primitive function-names via insertion, refer to something if the primitive names have a reference. Yet the criteria cannot ensure that those names whose construction involves the application of a gap formation rule, governing the extraction of function-names from more complex names, are likewise referential, if the primitive names refer to something. On the positive side, I argue that despite first appearances sentences (truth-value names) play a distinguished role as semantic “target names” for “test names” in the criteria of referentiality and do not themselves figure as “test names” regarding referentiality. This role is quite in the spirit of the context principle known from Grundlagen, which I basically endorse regarding the semantics of both natural and formal languages. In section 7, I show in detail that Frege’s attempt to demonstrate that by virtue of his stipulations regular value-range names have indeed been endowed with a unique reference, can plausibly be regarded as a direct application of the context principle, construed as a principle concerning the references of subsentential expressions.

To conclude these introductory remarks, let me emphasize that the strategies which Frege pursues in Grundgesetze, §§3, 10-12 on the one hand and in §§30-31 on the other are closely intertwined, but do not coincide, nor are their objectives exactly the same. In

\textsuperscript{5} At the end of §10, Frege signals that he is pursuing a dual strategy to be carried out each time at one fell swoop, as it were: (a) further specifying the value-ranges and at the same time (b) determining the primitive first-level functions that must still be introduced for the purpose of laying the logical foundations of arithmetic and are not reducible to functions already known by stipulating what values the latter should have for the former as arguments. (a) and (b) are only two sides of the same coin, which is the act of stipulating what values a primitive first-level function should have for value-ranges as arguments.
§31, he relies heavily on his previous stipulations, in particular on his identification of the two truth-values with their unit classes in §10 which, as I said, is taken to be the key to resolving the indeterminacy of reference of canonical value-range terms. Yet unlike the procedure in §§3, 10-12, the proof in §31 is not a matter of making any stipulations. The relevant stipulations for the purpose of fixing the references of the primitive function-names were already made at an earlier stage. Casually speaking, the task in §31 is to demonstrate that the previous stipulations do their job. If they do, then, Frege thinks, we can be sure that every primitive name has a unique reference. And the mechanics of the formation rules is supposed to guarantee that all well-formed non-primitive names of the concept-script inherit the property of being referential from the primitive names. In section 8, I shall begin by first analyzing the piecemeal strategy which Frege proposes and partly carries out in Grundgesetze, §10. The objective of this strategy is to resolve the indeterminacy that he characterizes at the outset of §10 or in other words: to fix the references of value-range names uniquely. This analysis is followed by a critical assessment of Frege’s argument in a long footnote to §10 in which he explores the possibility of generalizing the twofold stipulation in §10. In conclusion (section 9), I argue that Frege’s identification of the True and the False with their unit classes in Grundgesetze, §10 is illicit at this point. The first argument in one from the point of view of the syntax of his formal language, while the second is a semantic one.

2 The range of the first-order variables in Grundgesetze
Several Frege scholars, including Dummett 1991, Heck 1997a, 1999, 2011, 2012; Ruffino 2002, Blanchette 2012, 2012a, 2016 assume or categorically contend that in Grundgesetze Frege takes the first-order domain to comprise only the truth-values and value-ranges — henceforth referred to as assumption A. We already know that the way Frege proceeds in §10 and especially in §31 seems to favour A. Moreover, his remark in §9 that by introducing his notation for value-ranges we also extend the domain of what can appear as the argument of a (first-level) function, might be taken to suggest that it is the expressive power or the referential repertoire of his concept-script that determines the range of admissible arguments of a first-level function. Thus, it could seem that in Frege’s view it is sufficient to specify the values of \( \xi = \zeta \) — and of every primitive first-level function that is introduced at a later stage and which is not completely reducible to a primitive first-level function already known — for value-ranges and the truth-values as arguments in order to resolve the indeterminacy of the reference of the value-range operator, because the concept-script does not and need not contain any means of referring to other objects. Again, it is true that the existence of any objects other than the truth-values and value-ranges is not required by the axioms of the formal theory. Yet limiting the determination of the values of the primitive first-level functions to those objects qua arguments to which we can refer, at a later stage in the exposition of the concept-script, by using well-formed proper names — truth-value names, value-range names, definite descriptions, complex and simple numerical terms — flies in the face of several remarks and fundamental stipulations that Frege makes in Grundgesetze.
It is almost beyond doubt that whenever Frege elucidates or defines a first-level function of his logical system he does so for all the objects there are as arguments and, hence, considers the first-order domain to be all-inclusive. I call this assumption B. So, it seems that in Grundgesetze we are facing a head-on conflict between A and B. And it is this conflict which casts a gloom over Frege’s attempt to endow value-range names with a unique reference beginning in §3 and apparently coming to a successful end in §§10-12. For clearly, the question of whether, by his own lights, he eventually succeeds in eliminating the pervasive indeterminacy of the reference of value-range names by determining the values of the primitive first-level functions only for the truth-values and value-ranges as arguments depends crucially on the scope of the first-order domain. In what follows, I shall take a look at the evidence for assumption B and comment also on its striking mismatch with A.

In Frege 1893, §2, Frege stresses (a) that the domain of what is admitted as arguments of first-level functions must be extended to objects in general (“Gegenstände überhaupt”). Let us call this demand “Frege’s non-exclusiveness doctrine”. (b) Correspondingly, he elucidates the primitive first-level functions of his system for all appropriate arguments (objects whatsoever), and (c) defines certain logically complex functions of first level, in accordance with his definitional principle of completeness, for all (possible) objects as arguments (see, for example, Frege 1893, p. 52). (d) Finally, the free object variables a, b, …, which Frege employs in his formal theory, have the task of indicating objects in general, not those of a domain with fixed boundaries (cf. Frege 1903, p. 78). In what follows, I shall underpin (a), (b) and (c) by succinctly providing the relevant details.

To (a): In Frege 1893, §2, Frege argues that the range of function-values in mathematics cannot remain restricted to numbers if one acknowledges, for example “\(\xi = 4\)” and “\(\xi > 2\)” as names of proper functions as he does. However, towards the end of §2, he sets up the requirement mentioned above that the range of what is admitted as an argument of a first-level function must be extended to all objects whatsoever. Why? The requirement is not self-explanatory, especially for any reader who is not yet familiar with Frege’s demand that functions (in this context those of first level), including concepts and relations, must have sharp boundaries. Instead of providing a rationale for extending the range of admissible arguments for first-level functions far beyond the initially proposed extension of the first-order domain (= the inclusion of truth-values, both as function-values and as arguments of first-level functions), Frege goes on to say: “Objects stand opposed to functions. Accordingly, I count as objects everything that is not a function, e.g., numbers, truth-values and the value-ranges to be introduced below.”

To begin with, I assume that Frege uses the phrase “objects in general” not at random, but deliberately. It makes sense only if he wishes to include in the first-order domain all the objects there are. Trees, houses, and celestial bodies, for example, stand
qua saturated entities as opposed to functions as, for example, numbers and truth-values. In this respect, there is no difference between concrete, spatio-temporal objects on the one hand and logical objects on the other. Moreover, the inference from the fact that Frege mentions only the kinds of logical objects that he needs for laying the logical foundations of number theory and real analysis, to the claim that he intends to narrow down the first-order domain to just those objects, is invalid. He uses the words “for example”, and I am sure that he does so again deliberately. The upshot is that §2, at least if it is taken au pied de la lettre, clearly speaks in favour of assumption B saying that Frege regards the range of the first-order variables as all-inclusive, although he does not tell us why he is doing this.

To (b): In order to establish (b) it suffices to comment on Frege’s elucidations of two primitive function-names. In §5, he introduces the first primitive function-name “—ξ” of the concept-script (the horizontal) in such a way that —Δ is the True, if Δ is the True, and —Δ is the False if Δ is not the True. Note that he does not stipulate that —Δ is the False if Δ is the False. Nor does he stipulate that —Δ is the False if Δ is the False or a value-range. On the contrary, regarding the arguments of the first kind besides the truth-values, he sets up a column other objects, which are all those that are distinct from both the True and the False.

Now, if Frege had intended to elucidate the primitive first-level function-names as well as the first-order universal quantifier of his system by reference to a strictly limited domain consisting only of the truth-values and value-ranges, he could have framed the elucidation, say, of the horizontal function, by saying that its value is the True for the True as argument and the False for the False and every value-range (that is not the True) as argument, and in this way he would have avoided any residual ambiguity. But he does not choose this way of phrasing. Thus, we may reasonably assume that the clause “—Δ is the False if Δ is not the True” is to mean not only, for example, “—Δ is the False if Δ is the False or the smallest prime number or the extension of the concept ξ = ξ”, but also, for example, “—Δ is the False if Δ is the equator or the centre of mass of the solar system or the Moon or the Sun”. In a footnote to §5 (cf. footnote 3), Frege stresses that the stipulation concerning “—ξ” is made in such a way that “—Δ” refers to something under all circumstances if “Δ” refers to something. “Otherwise —ξ would not be a concept with sharp boundaries, thus in our sense not a concept at all.” So, his demand that the elucidation of “—ξ” must ensure that “—Δ” refers to something under all circumstances amounts to or is tantamount to the requirement that the concept —ξ must have sharp boundaries, and this means that for every object whatsoever as argument its value must be unambiguously determined.

The elucidation of the name of the conditional function in §12 deserves special attention in the context that I am considering. Unlike the elucidations of the first-level function-names “—ξ”, “—ξ” and “ξ = ξ”, it is preceded by Frege’s identification of the
True and the False with their unit classes in §10. When in §12 Frege stipulates the values of the conditional function \(-\xi \rightarrow -\xi\) for admissible arguments, he uses the phrase “any object that is not the True”. Had he expressly decided at the outset of the exposition of his system to restrict the first-order domain to truth-values and value-ranges, it would have been straightforward, after having identified the truth-values with their unit classes, to choose the following elucidation of the conditional function: its value shall be the False (= \(\hat{e}(\epsilon = \neg \forall x(x = x))\)) if \(\hat{e}(-\epsilon)\) is taken as \(\xi\)-argument and any value-range distinct from \(\hat{e}(-\epsilon)\) is taken as \(\xi\)-argument; in the remaining cases — for example: \(\hat{e}(\epsilon = (\epsilon = \epsilon))\) \(\rightarrow\) \(-\hat{e}(-\epsilon)\) (\(= T \rightarrow T\)), \(-\hat{e}(\epsilon = \neg \forall x(x = x))\) \(\rightarrow\) \(-\hat{e}(-\epsilon)\) (\(= F \rightarrow T\)) and \(-\hat{e}(\epsilon = \forall x(x = x))\) \(\rightarrow\) \(-\hat{e}(\epsilon = \epsilon)\) (\(= F \rightarrow F\)) — the value of the conditional function shall be the True (\(= \hat{e}(-\epsilon)\)). But again, Frege does not choose this way of phrasing, and I assume that he has good reasons not to use it. Admittedly, this observation does not furnish conclusive evidence for assumption B. But one can hardly deny that it speaks in favour of it rather than against it.

To (c): I hold that Frege defines certain logically complex first-level functions of his system for all objects whatsoever and I do so by relying on almost overwhelming evidence. A highly instructive example is his definition of the application operator \("\xi \cap \xi'\) — “arguably the most important definition in Grundgesetze” (Cook 2013, p. A-29) — by using “\(\xi\)” and second-order quantification. Especially Frege’s subsequent explanations in Frege 1893, §§34-36 are revealing as far as the range of admissible arguments for \(\xi \cap \xi'\) is concerned. “\(\xi \cap \xi'\)” is designed to create the possibility of

---

6 When Frege elucidates the primitive first-level function-names up to §6, namely “\(\neg \xi\)”, “\(\neg \neg \xi\)” and “\(\xi = \xi'\)”, concept-script terms that refer to admissible arguments for first-level functions and to the corresponding function-values are not yet available to him even if we charitably assume that at this stage of the exposition of the concept-script he would be entitled to apply the rule which governs the insertion of a suitable argument expression into the argument-place of a function-name. Accordingly, Frege initially refers to the truth-values by using the metalinguistic terms “the True” and “the False” which he had already introduced in his essays ‘Function und Begriff’ (1891) and ‘Über Sinn und Bedeutung’ (1892). Only after having elucidated the first-order universal quantifier “\(\forall \xi \phi(\xi)\)” in §8 would he have been able to form concept-script names of the True and the False (provided that insertion as one of the formation rules of the formal language had been stated). In the concluding section of this essay, I shall argue that Frege’s attempt to fix in a piecemeal fashion the references of canonical-value range names uniquely (§§ 3, 10, 11, 12) already miscarries for the simple reason that in Grundgesetze, §10 he is not yet in possession of the linguistic means that are required to make effectively the stipulation concerning the two truth-values. To be sure, at the stage of §10 we know almost nothing about the syntax — the well-formed (non-primitive) expressions — of the formal language.

7 The term “application operator” was coined and introduced by Roy Cook; see his discussion in Cook 2013, pp. A-29 f. and Cook 2014.
representing both monadic and dyadic functions of first level by their value-ranges (“although of course not in such a way that they simply concede their places to them, for that is impossible”), and in this way to provide a device of using first-level functions instead of second-level functions in the system. Before setting up the definition \( a \cap u := \forall \varepsilon (u = \forall \varepsilon (\varepsilon) \rightarrow \neg \varepsilon(a) = \alpha)^8 \), Frege stresses that \( \xi \cap \zeta \) must be explained (defined) for all possible objects as arguments.\(^9\) I take the phrase “for all possible objects as arguments” to mean: for all objects whatsoever as arguments. It cannot plausibly mean: for all value-ranges as arguments. Here are my reasons. After

---

8 I use here “VR” instead of Frege’s value-range notation.
9 It could seem that Frege introduces the primitive function-name “\( \neq \)” into his logical system (cf. Frege 1893, §11) for the sole purpose of enabling him to define the application operator in such a way that it guarantees logical flexibility, austerity and concision in pursuit of the logicist project and, in particular, could do most effective work in the projected proofs of the basic laws of cardinal arithmetic and real analysis. In the course of analyzing Frege’s Grundgesetze-definitions, Cook and Ebert (2016) also comment on Frege’s definition of the application operator. According to Cook and Ebert, this definition is the sole exception to what they call Frege’s generalized recipe for identifying the objects falling under some mathematical concept \( C \) (for details see pp. 325ff.). All the other definitions of Grundgesetze are said to flow naturally from the generalized recipe. The latter emerges from the simple recipe by way of two modifications. The simple recipe is supposed to be Frege’s methodological guideline when he comes to outline the logicist project in Grundlagen. The authors characterize it in four steps (for details see pp. 312ff.) and emphasize that in Grundgesetze Frege abandoned it in favour of the generalized recipe. As to the modifications which the generalized recipe involves, the first is the replacement of step 2 of the simple recipe (“Formulate the identity conditions for \( C \)’s in terms of some appropriate equivalence relation \( \Psi_\varepsilon \) on the underlying domain of \( \Phi_\varepsilon \)’s”) with a more general and flexible two step-process, while the second modification is the deletion of step 4 of the simple recipe (“Prove the relevant abstraction principle”). Cook and Ebert argue that Frege’s definition of the application operator differs in character from the remaining definitions in Grundgesetze precisely because unlike those it requires an additional step: “... Frege needs a definition of ‘\( \cap \)’ that not only guarantees that the objects ‘introduced’ have the right identity conditions, but in addition that they are the right objects” (pp. 337 f.). I recommend the reader of my essay to study thoroughly Cook and Ebert 2016. It is a subtle, well-argued and stimulating investigation mainly of Frege’s definitional methodology in Grundgesetze and thematically related issues. Moreover, it sheds new light on what the authors call “the problem of the singleton”. In sections 8 and 9 of my essay, I shall critically discuss certain aspects of Frege’s identification of the True and the False with their unit classes in Grundgesetze, §10, including the possibility of generalizing the stipulation “\( \varepsilon (\varepsilon = \Delta) = \Delta \)”, which he considers in a long footnote to §10 but rejects.
having defined “$\xi \cap \zeta$”, Frege gives a number of explications and closes §34 by summarizing:

two cases must be distinguished if the value of the function $\xi \cap \zeta$ is to be determined. If the $\zeta$-argument is a value-range, then the value of the function $\xi \cap \zeta$ is the value of that function whose value-range is the $\zeta$-argument for the $\xi$-argument as argument. If, on the other hand, the $\zeta$-argument is not a value-range, then the value of the function $\xi \cap \zeta$ is $\varepsilon(\varepsilon = \varepsilon)$ for every $\xi$-argument [that is, the extension of an empty concept].

Now, if Frege had intended to define $\xi \cap \zeta$ only for value-ranges and the two truth-values qua special value-ranges as arguments, he should have confined himself to stating what the value of $\xi \cap \zeta$ is, if the $\zeta$-argument is a value-range. Yet he does not proceed in this way. “If, on the other hand, the $\zeta$-argument is not a value-range” cannot mean: “if the $\zeta$-argument is a truth-value”. In the light of the identification of the True and the False with their unit classes, this would not make sense, because the value of $\xi \cap \zeta$ for the two truth-values (their unit classes) as $\zeta$-argument is already determined via the stipulation of the first case: it is the value of that function whose value-range is the $\zeta$-argument for the $\xi$-argument as argument. Consequently, nor can it mean “if the $\zeta$-argument is a truth-value or any other object distinct from both the True and the False and any value-range”. It can only mean: if the $\zeta$-argument is any object distinct from any value-range. I think that following Frege’s line of argument in §34 there is no point of vantage for rejecting my interpretation which also tallies with his initial statement that $\xi \cap \zeta$ must be explained for all possible objects as argument. Further corroboration of my thesis can be found in Grundgesetze, §35, where Frege considers the case that as argument of the function $2 \cap \xi$ an object that is not a value-range is taken.

To recap: If we rely on (a) — (d), we may justifiably assume that at least in some contexts which are of vital importance for Frege’s system — primarily those which concern the elucidations and the definitions of first-level function-names — he considers the first-order variables to range over all the objects there are. To respond to this by saying that the concept-script (presumably) does not contain names for, say, the Moon, the Great Wall of China or Julius Caesar, or that such spatio-temporal objects

\[10\] See in this respect also Frege’s letter to Russell of 3.8.1902, in Frege 1976, p. 325.

\[11\] There is a passage in Frege 1903 (p. 74) in which Frege considers the possibility of restricting the scope of the first-order domain regarding, for example, a definition of a first-level relation. However, his remarks there do not undermine my claim that in Grundgesetze Frege does define the first-level functions for all objects whatsoever.

\[12\] The claim that Frege defines the first-level functions of his system for an all-inclusive domain and that his first-order universal quantifier ranges over all the objects there are is also forcefully advocated in Wehmeier 1999, 2015. See Blanchette’s response in Blanchette 2015.
need not fall within the domain of a model of the axioms of the system would lack any force. For if the first-order domain comprises all objects whatsoever, then Frege faces the question and, indeed, has to answer it whether a value-range included in the domain coincides with the Moon or the Great Wall of China or Julius Caesar. The reason is that formulae of the form “∀x(\(x = \hat{\epsilon} \, \Phi(\epsilon) \rightarrow p\))” will not have been endowed with a determinate reference, that is, a truth-value, unless “\(x = \hat{\epsilon} \, \Phi(\epsilon)\)”, for the Moon or the Great Wall of China or Julius Caesar taken as value of “\(x\)”, has been assigned a reference. Thus, if the domain of the first-order quantifiers is universal, if it comprises all the objects there are, then the combination of (i) the contextual stipulation in §3; (ii) the determination of the values of \(\xi = \xi\) for the True and the False as \(\xi\)-argument and a value-range as \(\xi\)-argument, based on the identification of the True and the False with their unit classes in §10; and (iii) the subsequent determination of the values of the description function and the conditional function for value-ranges in §11 and §12, fails to fix completely the reference of “\(\hat{\epsilon}q(\epsilon)\)”. And since Frege defines the first-level cardinality operator in terms of the second-level value-range operator, the referential indeterminacy of the latter would be transmitted to the former and therefore to any term of an individual cardinal number to be defined in terms of the cardinality operator. Moreover, since Frege intended to define the real numbers as Relations of Relations (as ratios of magnitudes) and the complex numbers likewise as special value-ranges (cf. Frege 1893, §9), the referential indeterminacy of the value-range operator would likewise have affected any term that is assumed to refer to a real or a complex number.

The conflict to which Frege’s wavering attitude towards the scope of the first-order domain gives rise appears even exacerbated when we focus our attention on Grundgesetze, §31.\(^\text{13}\) As I mentioned earlier and shall argue in detail, the proof seems to rest crucially on the assumption that only the two truth-values are initially in the first-order domain. Once regular value-range names are recognized as being referential, the domain is considered to include value-ranges as well. And in the light of the twin stipulations in §10, which Frege expressly invokes in §31, the domain is here apparently taken to consist only of value-ranges — contrary to the evidence that we found elsewhere in Grundgesetze for assumption B. To be sure, if in §31 Frege did not make these assumptions about the first-order domain, he could not regard formulae of the form “\(x = \hat{\epsilon} \, \Phi(\epsilon)\)” as having been endowed with a reference for every assignment of members of the domain to “\(x\)”, and his proof would not even have got off the ground. In brief, I fail to see how the two positions regarding the scope of the first-order domain, which Frege seems to endorse in Frege 1893/1903, depending on what is at issue in the exposition of the formal theory, could be reconciled. The claim that he could not have

\(^{13}\) Concerning Frege’s abortive attempt in §31 to demonstrate that “\(\hat{\epsilon}q(\epsilon)\)” has a reference, see the account especially in Heck 1997 and Linnebo 2004. On Frege’s proof of referentiality see also Thiel 1975, Resnik 1986 and Dummett 1991.
been blind to this discrepancy and eventually decided to restrict the first-order domain once and for all to the truth-values and value-ranges hardly mitigates, let alone dispels the appearance of inconsistency. Thus, contrary to what some Frege scholars claim, the problem cannot be laid to rest.

I shall now turn to §§26-31, with special emphasis on the details of *Grundgesetze* §§29-31. In order to understand Frege’s strategy in §§29-31 appropriately, we must first gain a clear idea about the syntax of the concept-script and the way it works.

3 Correctly formed names

The primitive function-names form the initial range of expressions of Frege’s formal language and are of course well-formed on assumption. From these names we obtain by iterated application of interlocking formation rules both proper names and new function-names. The rules are of two kinds: (1) the rule of insertion (as I call it) licenses the formation of (a) complex proper names (function-value names) by inserting a fitting argument-expression into the argument-place of a monadic function-name of first or of second or of third level and (b) complex monadic function-names of first level by filling the ξ1 or ξ2-argument-place of a dyadic first-level function-name with a proper name. Frege calls insertion the first way of forming a name (cf. Frege 1893, §30); (2) the rules of gap formation (as I call them) govern the formation of (i) monadic first-level function-names, (ii) dyadic first-level function-names and (iii) monadic second-level function-names with an argument-place of the second or of the third kind14 by removing some or all occurrences of a proper name either from a more complex proper name — case (i) in the standard form — or from a first-level monadic function-name — case (ii) — or by removing some or all occurrences of a monadic first-level function-name from a proper name — case (iii) — and by marking the resulting gap(s) as an argument-place of the appropriate kind (cf. Frege 1893, §26). Frege calls the extraction of function-names from more complex names via gap formation the second way of forming a name (cf. Frege 1893, §30). As to (i), note that the proper name that is removed from a given proper name will usually form a part of it. Yet Frege allows that the proper name we remove may also coincide with the original proper name. In this case, we obtain with “ξ” the name of a one-place first-level function whose value for any argument coincides with the argument itself. In such a special case, it would of course not make sense to speak of a complex proper name from which a simpler constituent proper name is removed.15

14 Argument-places of the first kind are suitable for the insertion of proper names, argument-places of the second kind are suitable for the insertion of monadic first-level function-names, and argument-places of the third kind are suitable for the insertion of dyadic first-level function-names; cf. Frege 1893, §23.

15 Frege considered it to be unnecessary to state a gap formation rule that would govern the formation of (monadic) third-level function names. Two of the eight primitive
The application of all three rules of gap formation presupposes the prior application of the rule of insertion, in the first place to primitive function-names.\textsuperscript{16} According to the first and third rule, the gap formation starts from a complex proper name (function-value name), while according to the second rule it starts from a complex monadic function-name of first level. However, without applying the rule of insertion we cannot construct any function-value name from the primitive function-names and, consequently, cannot obtain any complex monadic function-name of first level. The first complex names of Frege’s concept-script, namely certain function-value names, result from inserting a primitive one-place function-name of first or of second level into the argument-place of a primitive (monadic) function-name of second or of third level.\textsuperscript{17} Thus, in the order of construction (but only in this sense) insertion plays a more basic role in the syntax of the concept-script than gap formation.

It springs to mind that the process of gap formation is just the converse of forming names by insertion insofar as the latter relates to the formation of a proper name from a monadic function-name of first level and a monadic function-name of second level as well as to the formation of one-place first-level function-names from two-place first-level function-names. The syntactic operation of insertion trivially implies that we always form a more complex name from two simpler names, whereas the application of a gap formation rule always goes hand in hand with the formation of a function-name that is less complex than the initial name from which one or more occurrences of a constituent name are removed. If we take a closer look at the formation pedigrees, function-names of his formal system are of third level. It is not clear to me why he introduces the ninth function-name “textsymbol” at all, since he says that he is not going to use it in his system. The eighth function-name is the second-order universal quantifier “textsymbol”. As far as a gap formation rule is concerned that would govern the formation of names of dyadic second-level functions (equinumerosity between first-level concepts would be a prominent example of such a function), Frege likewise must have thought that such a rule (qua second-level analogue of the second gap formation rule) is not needed for the syntax of his formal language. Otherwise he could and would have included it without further ado in the set of gap formation rules.\textsuperscript{16} It goes almost without saying that the formation of a function-name from primitive function-names may involve not only an iterated application of the rule of insertion, but also an iterated application of a gap formation rule.

\textsuperscript{17} Two examples: 1. By inserting “textsymbol” into the argument-place of “textsymbol” we form “textsymbol”. 2. By filling the argument-place of “textsymbol” marked by “textsymbol” with “textsymbol” we construct the truth-value name “textsymbol”. In §23, Frege distinguishes only between argument-places of the first, second and third kind. The argument-place in a one-place third level-function-name such as “textsymbol” could have been introduced as an argument-place of the fourth kind. Note that not only the letters “textsymbol”, “textsymbol”, “textsymbol” and “textsymbol”, but also the argument-place markers “textsymbol” and “textsymbol” are not to be regarded as concept-script signs. They serve Frege only provisionally.
especially at those of some relatively complex function-names and proper names of the
concept-script, we see that Frege designed the formation rules in such a way that they
interlock like gear wheels in a gearbox.

Let me close this section by adding a final brushstroke to the picture I have painted
so far of the syntax of Grundgesetze. It concerns the operation of gap formation and the
combination of simplicity and complexity which it may involve. If gap formation is the
last member of a formation sequence of a function-name, we may obtain not only
complex function-names such as \( \varphi \gamma \varphi \zeta \) (which denotes disjunction by means of
negation and the conditional)\(^1\), but also simple function-names such as \( \xi \) or \( \xi = \xi \)
which refer to logically complex functions. Via iterated gap formation we could even
go back from a multiply composed name to a primitive function-name, that is, to a
name which Frege characterizes as logically simple.

The combination of simplicity and logical complexity which we encounter in cases
like “\( \xi \)” or “\( \xi = \xi \)” has been largely ignored in the literature on the syntax and semantics
of the concept-script. However, neither is the occurrence of this combination self-
exploratory nor is it irrelevant in the present context. According to Frege’s criterion of
the simplicity of an expression (cf. Frege 1903, p. 79), the function-names “\( \xi \)” and “\( \xi = \xi \)”
are simple, because they are not put together from signs each of which has a
reference (and a sense) on its own and contributes to determining the reference (and the
sense) of the whole. Yet according to his use of the term “logically simple” as applied
to concept-script names, “\( \xi = \xi \)” for example, is not logically simple. The almost trivial
reason is that it has not been singled out as one of the primitive function-names of the
concept-script. While in Frege’s view “\( \xi = \xi \)” expresses a simple sense due to its status
as a primitive name introduced by elucidation, “\( \xi = \xi \)” does not. Although he does not
explain under what conditions the sense of an expression should be regarded as simple,
the simplicity of the sense certainly implies that it is not further analyzable into simpler
or more elementary senses. Every function-name of the concept-script that has been
introduced by means of a definition is simple, but it is not logically simple. It refers to a

---

\(^1\) The formation of “\( \varphi \gamma \varphi \zeta \)” proceeds as follows: We fill the argument-place of “\( \varphi \)”
with a well-formed proper name “\( \Delta \)” . In a second step, we insert “\( \varphi \Delta \)” into the
\( \zeta \)-argument-place of the name of the dyadic conditional function and obtain a new one-
place function-name of first level. In the third and final step, we apply to this the second
gap formation rule and obtain “\( \varphi \gamma \varphi \zeta \)” . This example also shows that without forming a
complex monadic first-level function name via insertion the second gap formation rule
could not fulfil its role in the concept-script.
logically complex function and expresses a complex sense. Yet it remains unclear how Frege could have explained the assumed complexity of the sense of a predicate like “ξ = ξ”. Perhaps he would have suggested that the complexity derives from the fact that the sense is not immediately given by means of a standard elucidation which specifies the values of a primitive function for appropriate arguments, but is obtained or grasped by running through the entire constructional history of “ξ = ξ”. The formation of “ξ = ξ” consists in a successive application of the rule of insertion (= first and second steps of construction) and the subsequent application of the first gap formation rule to “Δ = Δ”.

On the face of it, Richard Heck (1997) seems to assume that in Frege’s system gap formation serves only the formation of complex function-names. Heck writes: “What Frege allows us to do is to form what he calls a ‘composite’ predicate ...” (p. 440) by means of what I call gap formation. Later in his essay he seems to confirm this when he characterizes the induction step in Frege’s argument as follows: “What Frege needs to show is that the two ways of forming more from less complex names preserve referentiality.” As I pointed out above, the latter applies only to the formation of names by means of insertion qua last member of the formation sequence. The opposite applies to the formation of names via gap formation qua last member of the formation sequence. What Frege needs to show is precisely this: that (a) insertion (= the formation of more from less complex names) as well as (b) gap formation (= the formation of less from more complex names) preserve referentiality.

4 Criteria of referentiality

Before moving from the syntax to the semantics of the concept-script, in particular to Frege’s criteria and proof of referentiality and the relation they bear to the formation

---

19 Dummett’s claim (1981, pp. 294, 314, 539 f.) that Frege did not intend his method of the extraction of function-names from more complex names to apply to simple function-names is untenable. The mistake is probably due to the fact that he disregards Frege’s distinction between simple and logically simple function-names.

20 “Δ” is used here as an auxiliary name which represents a well-formed proper name of the concept-script. Once Frege has introduced the first-order universal quantifier “—∀—ϕ(α)” (Frege 1893, §8) and feels entitled to apply the rule of insertion (which he characterizes as late as in §30), he is able to form concept-script proper names by filling its argument-place with a primitive monadic function-name of first-level.

21 If Heck wants to convey that Frege must show that the two ways of forming complex names from the logically simple function-names preserve referentiality, then his way of formulating this is possibly misleading. Moreover, as I tried to make clear, not every function-name formed from the primitive names and obtained by means of gap formation in the last step of its construction is to be regarded as a complex name in the light of Frege’s criterion of the simplicity (or complexity) of a name.
rules, it will be useful to fix some terminology. In the remainder of this essay, including this section, I shall frequently employ the term “truth-value name”. As I already mentioned in the Introduction, I shall argue that truth-value names play a key role in his proof of referentiality for his concept-script in §31 and, in particular, that in his view value-range names only have a reference in the context of a truth-value name (sentence). Although in Grundgesetze Frege does not mention the context principle of Grundlagen, let alone comments on its supposed role in his account of the referentiality of proper names and function-names, he crucially relies on it. So, as we shall see, especially regarding the semantics of abstract singular terms, there is a still a close relationship between Grundlagen and Grundgesetze.

In the exposition of the concept-script, Frege does not use the term “truth-value name” at all — he always uses the phrase “name of a truth-value” — but the introduction of the former while retaining the latter helps to avoid ambiguity in certain contexts, notably in §31 where he assumes that names of a truth-value (= truth-value names) refer to something before carrying out the first step in his proof of referentiality. By a truth-value name I suggest that we understand the name of a concept-value or relation-value for appropriate arguments, that is, a proper name à la Frege which in the last stage of its formation, beginning with primitive function-names, is always formed by inserting an admissible argument-expression or admissible argument-expressions into the argument-place(s) of a concept- or relation-expression. In short, a truth-value name is a proper name that has the syntactic structure of a declarative sentence and expresses a thought — not to be conflated with a concept-script sentence (Begriffsschriftsatz) “—Δ” which consists of a truth-value name or a Roman marker of a truth-value with a judgement stroke prefixed. The rationale for introducing the term “truth-value name” is the fact that not every name of a truth-value of the concept-script is a truth-value name. Thanks to certain stipulations, Frege is able to refer to the True (= its own unit class), for example, not only by using, say, “—ω—α = α”, but also by using a value-range name such as “ε(ε = (ε = ε))” or a definite description such as “\∀ε (−ε)”. Note that unlike the first name the two latter names do not express a thought. But of course they express a non-propositional sense. This anomaly is a consequence of Frege’s stipulations in Frege 1893, §10, §11.

At the beginning of §28, Frege lays down as a fundamental principle of his concept-script that correctly formed names must always refer to something. He then goes on to explain the conditions that must be satisfied for calling a concept-script name correctly formed and to state in §29 the criteria of referentiality for concept-script-names. For the sake of clarity, I present the criteria in a formalized version and use “®” as a semantic predicate denoting the property of having a reference or of being referential.

(A) ®φ(ξ) ↔ ∀Δ®Δ → ®φ(Δ)).

(B) ®Δ ↔ ∀Δ®®φ(ξ) →®φ(Δ)) ∧ ∀Ψ®®Ψ(ξ, Δ) ®®Ψ(ξ, Δ)).

(C) ®Ψ(ξ, Δ) ↔ ∀Γ∀Δ®Γ ∧ ®Δ → ®Ψ(Γ, Δ)).
Generally speaking, the characteristic mark of these criteria is this. A name to be tested or shown to be referential (let us call it *test name*) — (a) one-place function-name of first level, (b) proper name, (c) two-place function-name of first level, (d) one-place function-name of second-level (e) one-place function-name of third level — has a reference, if from the assumption that all expressions of an appropriate syntactic category associated with (a), (b), (c) (d) and (e) (let us call them *base names*) — namely (a’) proper names, (b’) monadic and dyadic first-level function-names, (c’) proper names, (d’) monadic first-level function-names, (e’) monadic second-level function-names with an argument-place of kind 2 — refer to something, it follows that the complex names that we obtain by combining via insertion the test names with the base names have a reference, or shorter: a test name has a reference if certain more complex names, of which it forms a part, refer to something. Criterion (B) differs structurally from the other criteria in two respects: (i) the proper name to be shown to be referential functions itself as a substitution instance for the base names, namely the associated monadic and dyadic function-names; (ii) expressions of both fundamental logical types result here from insertion: proper names and (monadic first-level) function-names. By contrast, the simple supplementation of (a) by a base name (a’) according to (A), of (d) by a base name (d’) according to (D), of (e) by a base name (e’) according to (E) as well as the double supplementation of (c) by two base names (c’) according to (C) lead exclusively to the formation of function-value names. I call the names formed by means of insertion

(α): “Φ(Δ)”
(β): “Φ(Δ)”, “Ψ(Δ, ξ)”, “Ψ(ξ, Δ)”
(γ): “Ψ(Γ, Δ)”
(δ): “Ωβ(Φ(β))”
(ε): “—μβ(ϕ(β))”

*target names* for the test names (a) — (e).

Three further comments are in order here.

To begin with, I assume that when stating these criteria, Frege is focusing entirely on well-formed *concept-script* expressions of all three classes mentioned above: test names, base names and target names. There is not even a trace of textual evidence that he has any auxiliary names in mind. In §5 (footnote 3), Frege emphasizes that he uses the capital Greek letters “Γ” and “Δ” as if they were names referring to something (to an object), without specifying their reference. He adds that they will not occur in the “*Begriffsschriftentwicklungen*” (literally: in the development of the concept-script), just as little as “ξ” and “ζ”. In saying this, he is tacitly referring to part II of *Frege 1893*
entitled “Proofs of the Basic Laws of Cardinal Number”. As a matter of fact, not only “Γ” and “Δ”, but also names like “Φ(ξ)” and “Ψ(ξ, ζ)” are only used in part I of Grundgesetze entitiled “Exposition of the concept-script”. Although to my knowledge Frege does not say anything specific about the status of “Φ(ξ)” and “Ψ(ξ, ζ)”, he most likely treats them as names that are on a par with “Γ” and “Δ”, that is, he uses “Φ(ξ)” and “Ψ(ξ, ζ)” as if they were names referring to something (to any monadic or dyadic first-level function) without stating their reference.

In my view, it would hardly make sense to apply, say, criterion (B) to “Γ” and “Δ”, since the reference of such names is only conditional and unspecified. They are treated as if they were referential without indicating what their reference is. It is true that in carrying out his proof of referentiality Frege does employ auxiliary names, but, as we shall see more clearly in section 7, he does so only for the sake of convenience. Admittedly, my claim that the criteria of referentiality are intended to apply only to concept-script names, could appear to be at odds with Frege’s view that a first-level function-name has a reference only if the corresponding function has a value for every argument or every pair of arguments of an all-encompassing first-order domain. Yet we should not infer from his requirement of the sharp delimitation of (first-level) concepts and relations that the criteria are indeed intended to apply to auxiliary names; nor should we expect that by using such names for the sake of convenience he can effectively alleviate the conflict between the requirement and the limited availability of proper names in the concept-script, namely only of those that refer to truth-values and value-ranges and not to any other object.22

Secondly: the criteria (A) — (E) are obviously affected by circularity. It is therefore doubtful whether their application to a given range of concept-script names can ensure that every such name has a unique reference. Although Frege was aware of the circularity of (A) — (E), it seems that he did not carefully assess the consequences that it had for his proof of referentiality. “These sentences are not to be construed as explanations of the words ‘to have a reference’ or ‘to refer to something’, since their application always presupposes that one has already recognized some names as referential; they can however serve to extend the domain of such names gradually” (Frege 1893, p. 46). It follows from (A) — (E), “that every name formed from referential names refers to something. This formation proceeds in such a way that a

22 Linnebo (2004) discusses the “auxiliary”, the “non-auxiliary” and the “mixed” reading of the criteria of referentiality. He argues that Frege understood the criteria relating to proper names (the regular value-range names) and those relating to function-names (at least in the case of the first four primitive names that Frege introduces in his system) in the “non-auxiliary” way. However, I doubt that the use of auxiliary names was a big issue for Frege. The textual evidence suggests that it was only a convenient device for him. After having introduced the device in §5, he does not address it anymore. This is not to say that it is irrelevant for assessing Frege’s criteria and proof of referentiality, but in my view Heck (1997) and Linnebo (2004) make perhaps too much of it. See Heck’s response to Linnebo’s analysis in Heck 2012, §5.2, pp. 121 ff.
name fills argument-places of another name that are fitting for it” (Frege 1893, p. 46). Now, it is undeniable that the insertion of a referential name into the argument-place(s) of a referential function-name, which is the only mode of formation that Frege mentions here, always produces a (more complex) referential name. Let “a” and “b” be well-formed proper names of the concept-script and suppose that \( \textcircled{a}, \textcircled{b} \) and \( \textcircled{\Psi}(\xi, \zeta) \) hold. According to criterion (C), \( \textcircled{\Psi}(\xi, \zeta) \) is then equivalent with \( \forall \Gamma \forall \Delta (\textcircled{\Gamma} \land \textcircled{\Delta} \rightarrow \textcircled{\Psi}(\Gamma, \Delta)) \). In particular, \( \textcircled{a} \land \textcircled{b} \rightarrow \textcircled{\Psi}(a, b) \) holds. And since the antecedent holds on assumption, we obtain \( \textcircled{\Psi}(a, b) \) by applying modus ponens. The upshot is that the criteria of referentiality, which Frege wishes to employ as inductive clauses in his proof of referentiality, in fact guarantee that all names which result from the primitive function-names via insertion refer to something, if the primitive names have a reference. Yet they cannot ensure that those names whose construction from the primitive names involves a single or an iterated application of a gap formation rule are referential, if the primitive names are referential. In the first half of §30, Frege comments on insertion, and then goes on to mention a second possibility (besides insertion) to form first-level function-names, namely by applying gap formation. He does not explain, however, how this second syntactic operation is supposed to relate to the previously stated criteria of referentiality. He observes only that the first-level function-name that we obtain by means of gap formation always has a reference, if the primitive names from which it is formed are referential. Frege adds that the extracted function-name can in turn be used to form referential names in the first or second way, that is, via insertion or gap formation.

For some reason, Frege designed the criteria of referentiality in such a way that the more generally applicable method of function-name formation, namely gap formation, is left out of account. Perhaps he took it for granted that gap formation, since it always leads to less from more complex names, preserves referentiality: if a given proper name or complex function-name from which we remove some or all occurrences of a constituent name is referential, then the function-name that we obtain must have a reference, since it formed a part of the initial more complex name. But here as well in a few other places in Grundgesetze, §10, §§29-31 we can only speculate.

Thirdly: A comment on the role of Frege’s context principle in the criteria of referentiality is in order, especially with an eye to the main argument that I shall present in section 7 of this essay. It is common ground that in Grundlagen he had not yet drawn a terminologically strict distinction between reference (Bedeutung) and sense (Sinn), but was rather using an undifferentiated notion of meaning.\(^{23}\) There is, however, ample evidence that his main concern with the context principle in Grundlagen “Only in the context of a sentence do words have a meaning” was to apply it to the references of words, in particular to the references of abstract singular terms such as “the direction of

\(^{23}\) As to Frege’s semantic terminology in Grundlagen see ANONYMOUS 2010, pp. 51f.
line a” or “the cardinal number that belongs to the concept $F$”. Construed as a principle concerning reference, it states the general condition that a word must satisfy in order to have a determinate reference at all. Thus interpreted, the principle embodies the primacy of sentence-reference over word-reference in the following sense: the reference of a subsentential expression consists in its contribution to determining the reference of a sentence in which it may occur.

Taken at face value, the criteria of referentiality appear as a generalized version of Frege’s context principle from *Grundlagen* regarding reference. The target names figuring in the criteria (A) and (C) as well as the target names of the first kind of criterion (B) are not expressly specified as truth-value names; they could belong to another subcategory of proper names. Solely in the case of criterion (E), which governs the only third-level function-name that Frege uses in his logical system, namely the second-order universal quantifier, is the target name always a truth-value name. However, if prior to an application of the criteria truth-value names are assumed to be referential in their own right — and Frege must in any application of them presuppose that some names are already recognized as referential — the situation is as follows: the demonstration that a function-name qua test name (a), (c), (d) or a proper name qua test name (b) other than a truth-value name is referential, can only be accomplished if the target names are semantically independent names, that is, truth-value names. In saying this, I assume that from Frege’s point of view truth-value names of the concept-script are semantically independent regarding reference precisely in the sense that, unlike proper names of any other subcategory, they do not have a reference only on condition that more complex names, in which they occur, are referential. (And in contrast to proper names of any other subcategory, they do express a thought.) Plainly, it would hardly make sense to state, by appeal to criterion (B), that a truth-value name has a reference, if more complex proper names and monadic first-level function-names, in which it occurs, are referential. Nor would it help to narrow down the range of target names for a truth-value name qua test name to truth-value names, because in that case we may face an infinite regress. For clearly, any attempt to set up an upper bound regarding the complexity of a truth-value name qua target name for a truth-value name qua test name would founder on the arbitrariness and randomness of our actual choice. In short, the reference of a truth-value name does not consist in the contribution it makes to determining the reference of a more complex truth-value name; it just consists in being either the True or the False. I conclude then that the criterion of referentiality (B) for proper names is not intended to apply to truth-value names at all or in other

---

24 Here is not the place to analyze Frege’s context principle in *Grundlagen* in any detail; this would require a separate paper. Suffice it to characterize briefly its quintessence regarding reference.
words: truth-value names do not themselves figure as test names regarding referentiality.\textsuperscript{25}

To spell this out again in more detail. Since any monadic first-level function-name that results from a dyadic first-level function-name qua base name \((b')\) by means of single insertion according to criterion (B) is a semantically dependent target name \((\beta)\) for a test name \((b)\), \((\beta)\) must in turn be shown to be referential according to criterion (A) in order to secure a reference for \((b)\). In short, an application of criterion (B) must always be succeeded by an application of criterion (A). Whether a target name \((\beta)\) of the form \(\phi(\Delta)\) and whether a target name \((\alpha)\), \((\gamma)\) and \((\delta)\) must in turn be shown to be referential according to criterion (B) in order to establish that a test name \((b)\) or \((a)\), \((c)\), \((d)\) has a reference depends on the question of whether it is a truth-value name or not. The reconstruction and analysis of Frege’s attempted demonstration that \(\phi(\epsilon)\) is referential will show this clearly.

Michael Dummett’s extensive discussion in Dummett 1973 and Dummett 1981 of Frege’s alleged abandonment of the context principle after 1891 is not a paragon of clarity, and what is worse, it is wrong-headed. In both works, he attempts to convince us that Frege’s assimilation of declarative sentences to proper names is in sharp conflict with the context principle and that it is for this reason that it no longer appears in Frege’s writings after 1891. He writes (Dummett 1973, p. 644f.):

The most disastrous effect of the new doctrine was the abandonment of one of Frege’s most important insights, that of the central role of sentences in the theory of meaning. If sentences are only a special kind of proper name, then the senses of other expressions cannot consist in the contribution which they make to determining the senses of sentences, in particular, in which they occur: the most we can say is that the sense of an expression is directed towards the determination of the sense of a complex name in which it may occur. The if-then sentence in this quotation contains a non sequitur and the last sentence in it is false. Dummett overlooks here the fact that the assimilation in question by no means deprives declarative sentences of their unique status in Frege’s theory of sense. Due to the assimilation, in Grundgesetze sentences qua truth-value names in fact belong to the same logical type as proper names of other subcategories (value-range names, definite descriptions, numerical terms). In the syntax of the concept-script, this is shown by the fact that truth-value names may fill the same argument-places as proper names of all other subcategories that can be constructed in the formal language or are introduced in

\textsuperscript{25} In the course of dealing with Russell’s Paradox, Frege discusses the possibility of regarding both class-names and numerals as pseudo proper names, as parts of signs which had a reference only as wholes (cf. Frege 1903, p. 255), and in this connection refers to Frege 1893, §29. On reflection, he rejects this route as impassable. However, I find his reference to §29 in the relevant context puzzling. It does not follow from his criteria of referentiality that proper names and function-names are merely “syncategorematic” signs of more complex signs of which they form a part.
it by means of a definition, namely argument-places of the first kind. By contrast, in the realm of sense, the assimilation has no essential impact, contrary to what Dummett claims. In particular, it does not affect the fact that in the formal language every well-formed truth-value name has the unique property of expressing a thought. Frege is therefore entitled to state, quite in the spirit of the context principle as a principle relating to sense, that the simple or complex names of which a name of a truth-value (= truth-value name) consists, contribute to expressing the thought, and that this contribution of the individual name is its sense (cf. Grundgesetze, §32).

In Dummett 1973, 1981 and also in Dummett 1991, Dummett draws a similar conclusion from the assimilation under discussion for the realm of reference and sees in Frege’s strategy(ies) in Grundgesetze, §10 and §31 only a generalization, an “echo” of the original context principle regarding reference, but hardly “an intelligible doctrine”. If my line of argument in the subsequent sections carries conviction, then Dummett’s assessment of the context principle in Grundgesetze concerning reference can hardly be maintained.26

5 Getting the proof in §31 off the ground
At the outset of his proof in §31, Frege resumes the idea stated at the end of §30: in order to show that proper names and first-level function-names, that can be formed from the primitive names by applying the formation rules of the two kinds, refer to something he must only demonstrate that the primitive names are referential. Note that besides mentioning proper names and non-primitive first-level function-names Frege fails to mention non-primitive monadic second-level function-names. Unlike the former function-names, where the last member of the formation sequence can be either insertion or gap formation, the latter always result, in the last stage of their construction out of primitive names, from gap formation, namely by removing some or all occurrences of a monadic first-level function-name from a proper name and by marking the resulting gap(s) as an argument-place of the appropriate kind.27

Frege proceeds from the assumption that the names of truth-values are referential. Contrary to what Heck (1997, p. 468) suggests, Frege is here most likely referring to a syntactic subcategory of proper names, namely to truth-value names in the sense in

---

26 Let me mention that in Dummett 1991 Dummett concedes, although without referring to his earlier work, that in §32 of Grundgesetze “Frege continued to allot a primacy to sentences, with respect to sense” (p. 210).

27 This follows from the formation rules for the formal language of Grundgesetze. The rule of insertion, as conceived of by Frege, does not license the insertion of a first-level function-name into one of the two argument-places of a dyadic second-level function name. And, as I pointed out earlier, he does not state a gap formation rule that allows the formation of a dyadic second-level function-name by removing some or all occurrences of a first-level function-name from a monadic second-level function-name.
which I explained this term in the preceding section. 28 Let me call this Frege’s assumption of propositional referentiality or more briefly Frege’s initial assumption in §31. Again, I further assume that he has only truth-value names of the concept-script in mind. The value-range terms “\(\varepsilon(\_\_\varepsilon)\) and “\(\varepsilon(\_\_\varepsilon = \_\_\varepsilon(x = x))\)”, for example, as well as the definite descriptions “\(\varepsilon(\_\_\varepsilon)\)” and “\(\varepsilon(\_\_\varepsilon = \_\_\varepsilon(x = x))\)”, for example, are not included in Frege’s initial assumption, although by virtue of his stipulations in §§10-11 all four names refer to a truth-value (including those that are coreferential either with the first or the second member of each pair of names and belong to the same syntactic category as these). Suppose that at the outset of his proof of referentiality Frege considered “\(\varepsilon(\_\_\varepsilon)\)”, for example, to be referential outright on the ground that it is a

28 Textual evidence for my claim can be found especially in two statements that Frege makes at the beginning and at the end of §32: “Every such name of a truth-value expresses a sense, a thought. ... Now, the simple or complex names of which a name of a truth-value consists contribute to expressing the thought, and this contribution of the individual name is its sense. If a name is part of the name of a truth-value, then the sense of the former is part of the thought expressed by the latter.” Plainly, these statements make only sense if “name of a truth-value” is meant in the sense of “truth-value name” (sentence). Heck (1997) thinks that he has an argument for his claim that Frege’s assumption at the outset of §31 is not meant to apply (only) to a syntactic category of proper names, namely to sentences. “But this [= the opposite claim] cannot be right. Some of [Frege’s] arguments accord with such a reading. But his discussion of the universal quantifier does not. Anything of the form ‘\(\forall x.\Phi(x)\)’ is certainly a sentence: so, if what Frege were assuming was that all sentences denote, he could simply have noted that fact and been done with it. But he does not proceed in that way” (Heck 1997, p. 468, footnote 21). This argument is hardly compelling. It is true that Frege fails to explain why in the case of the first-order universal quantifier he does not, similar to his way of previously establishing that “\(\_\_\varepsilon = \_\_\varepsilon\)” and “\(\_\_\varepsilon = \_\_\varepsilon\)” as referential, confine himself to stating the simple fact: whenever a function-name “\(\Phi(\_\_\varepsilon)\)” refers to something, it follows that “\(\_\_\varepsilon \rightarrow \_\_\varepsilon\)” is referential, since it is a name that refers to something (namely a truth-value) on assumption, whatever the reference of “\(\Phi(\_\_\varepsilon)\)” is. Similar remarks would apply mutatis mutandis to his treatment of the second-order quantifier. Yet it seems clear that Frege could again have chosen such an explanation without offending against any of his insights into the nature of the referentiality of concept-script names. We can after all only speculate about the reason why he chose the more detailed explanation in the case of the first-order and second-order universal quantifiers, but should not jump to conclusions from his choice.

28 On the one hand, we have already come across “\(\varepsilon(\_\_\varepsilon)\)” in §10, just one section after the introduction of the value-range notation. On the other hand, in §31 we are informed that with the introduction of “\(\varepsilon q(\_\_\varepsilon)\)” new proper names are simultaneously introduced. One might wish to object that at the stage of §31 we are already familiar with value-range names from previous sections. So, what is new about them? I shall comment in more detail on this apparent discrepancy in section 6.
name of the True. Clearly, in this case there would be no point in showing it to be referential according to criterion (B). Yet this is precisely what Frege thinks he must do for “\(\varepsilon(-\varepsilon)\)” and for regular value-range names in general in order to succeed in demonstrating that “\(\varepsilon\varphi(\varepsilon)\)” has a reference.

Every well-formed truth-value name of the concept-script is a proper name that possesses the syntactic structure of a declarative sentence and, if all its constituent expressions have a sense, expresses a thought that, if true, can be acknowledged in a judgement as true. You will also recall that a concept-script sentence consists of a truth-value name or a Roman marker of a truth-value\(^{29}\) with a judgement stroke prefixed. Of course, the judgement stroke must always be accompanied by the horizontal in order to exercise its function. The thought expressed by the truth-value name is that the conditions under which it refers to the True are fulfilled. Furthermore, every well-formed truth-value name of the formal language refers by its very nature to one of the two primitive objects of logic. This applies only to some of the value-range terms and definite descriptions of the concept-script, and only thanks to certain stipulations that Frege makes. I think that it is mainly due to these distinctive features of truth-value names and the ones that I mentioned at the end of section 4 that Frege chooses them as a class of proper names that should be regarded as referential in their own right, before the first step in the proof of referentiality is carried out. However, in doing this he must have been aware that every genuine truth-value name of the concept-script — and not just an auxiliary name “\(\Delta\)” that, for the sake of convenience, he may wish to construe as representing a truth-value name in the exposition of his logical theory — must be formed from the primitive function-names by (iterated) application of the formation rules. To reemphasize: “\(\Gamma\)” and “\(\Delta\)” do not belong to the concept-script. Hence, to presuppose that truth-value names are referential in their own right and \textit{ab initio} already implies to a large extent what Frege intends to show in §31, namely that the primitive function-names of the concept-script have indeed a reference, assuming that the formation rules transfer the property of being referential to all well-formed non-primitive expressions.

We are now prepared to take a closer look at the details of the proof of referentiality.\(^{30}\) What I already mentioned earlier will now become obvious, namely that

\(^{29}\) However, such a marker is transformed into a truth-value name by using German letters in place of Roman letters prefixed with “concavities” (cf. \textit{Frege} 1893, §32).

\(^{30}\) I assume that Frege’s proof of referentiality was intended to secure also a sense for every well-formed name of the formal language: “Thus it is shown that our eight primitive names have a reference and thereby that the same holds for all names correctly formed from them. However, not only a reference but also a sense belongs to all names correctly formed from our signs” (\textit{Frege} 1893, p. 50). Although Frege does not expressly state that it is thereby shown that all names correctly formed from the primitive names have a sense, it seems rather likely that he construes the proof of
the strategies which Frege applies in §10 and in §31 are inseparably interwoven. In the case of the primitive first-level function-names “—ξ”, “—ξ”, “—ξ = ζ” and “—ξ → —ξ”, it is almost trivial to demonstrate that they have a reference. Frege must only show that the target names that result from inserting a truth-value name qua base name into the argument-place of the primitive monadic function-names, and truth-value names qua base names into the argument-places of the primitive dyadic function-names, are referential. The resulting names are truth-value names and on assumption referential. At this stage of the proof, Frege apparently assumes that only the True and the False are in the first-order domain. Accordingly, he believes that it suffices to insert names of truth-values into the argument-place(s) of the primitive first-level function-names, since “here we do not yet know other objects”. However, this remark strikes me as awkward. The reader of Grundgesetze should have thought that at the end of §12 the references of value-range names are already completely determined and, hence, are sufficiently known as logical objects. If that were not so, then Frege would not have had the right to present the formal concept-script version of Axiom V in §20. In §20, he observes: “we saw in §§3, 9 that an identity of value-ranges may always be transformed into the generality of an identity, and conversely: |−(ξf(ε) = ζg(α)) = (−ϕf(ε) = g(α))|”. At this stage of the exposition of the concept-script, he must assume that by virtue of his stipulations in §§3, 9-12 he has in fact succeeded in conferring a complete reference on “ξq(ε)”. And he must of course further assume that each of the other primitive names occurring in the concept-script version of Basic Law V — namely “—ξ”, “ξ = ζ”, and “—ϕq(α)” — has likewise been endowed with a unique reference via its elucidation. Otherwise, the truth-value name “(ξf(ε) = ζg(α)) = (−ϕf(ε) = g(α))” would lack a determinate reference and, hence, would not express an axiom at all and could consequently not appear with “|−” prefixed.

When in his proof of referentiality Frege turns to the first-order universal quantifier, he does not confine himself to stating that for every referential function-name “Φ(ξ)”, “—ϕΦ(α)” is a name of a truth-value and therefore referential. Rather he first mentions the criterion of referentiality (A) for monadic first-level function-names and then concludes from the assumption that “Φ(ξ)” satisfies (A) that the target name “—ϕΦ(α)” for “—ϕq(α)” has a reference, from which it follows according to criterion (D) that the test name “—ϕq(α)” is referential. Frege writes:

31 It is characteristic for the concept-script versions of Frege’s six Basic Laws that they contain only primitive names.
In order to examine whether the name of the second-level function, ‘\(\phi(\alpha)\)’, refers to something, we must ask whether, whenever a function-name ‘\(\Phi(\xi)\)’ refers to something, it follows that ‘\(\phi(\alpha)\)’ is referential. Now, ‘\(\Phi(\xi)\)’ has a reference if, for every referential proper name ‘\(\Delta\)’, ‘\(\Phi(\Delta)\)’ refers to something. If so, this reference either always is the True (whatever ‘\(\Delta\)’ may refer to), or not always. In the first case, ‘\(\phi(\alpha)\)’ refers to the True; in the second, to the False. Thus, whenever an inserted function-name ‘\(\Phi(\xi)\)’ refers to something, it follows that ‘\(\phi(\alpha)\)’ refers to something.

One question concerning this passage immediately forces itself upon us: what does Frege mean here precisely by the phrase “for every referential proper name ‘\(\Delta\)’”? One thing I take to be obvious. Frege definitely did not think that every object has a name, let alone that his concept-script contains a name for every object. And if I am right in assuming (a) that in §31 he initially considers the first-order domain to contain only the True and the False and (b) that in the proof of referentiality he employs auxiliary names like “\(\Gamma\)” and “\(\Delta\)” only for the purpose of representing any well-formed proper name of the concept-script that is available at a certain stage of the exposition, then “for every referential proper name ‘\(\Delta\)’” can only mean: for every truth-value name of the concept-script. Before Frege turns to the function-name “\(\phi(\epsilon)\)” and attempts to demonstrate that it refers to something, truth-value names are the only proper names that are regarded as being referential; and they are so regarded on assumption before the first step of the proof is carried out. Thus, the interpretation that I suggest seems to tally with the way Frege actually proceeds in his proof before he comes to examine the semantics of “\(\phi(\epsilon)\)”. Furthermore, it seems that my interpretation would render his account coherent in the context of §31. However, due to the lack of conclusive textual evidence and especially in the light of Frege’s clashing assumptions concerning the scope of the first-order domain, I do not wish to vouch for this interpretation.

6 The name of the value-range function: the introduction of a new function-name and new proper names in §31

When Frege turns to the other primitive second-level function-name of the formal language, namely “\(\epsilon \phi(\epsilon)\)”, he says that it is less simple to show that it is referential than in the previous case of “\(\neg \xi\); “\(\neg \xi\); “\(\xi = \xi\); “\(\neg \xi \rightarrow \neg \xi\); “\(\phi(\alpha)\)” and “\(\mu \beta(\tilde{f}(\beta))\)”. The main reason for the increase in complexity is supposed to be this: unlike the introduction of the six function-names above, the introduction of “\(\epsilon \phi(\epsilon)\)” goes hand in hand with the introduction of new proper names (value-range names), not only for the primitive monadic function-names of first level that he had already elucidated in §§5, 6, 11, but also in advance for any such name that may yet be introduced.
On the face of it, it seems difficult to figure out exactly how Frege’s remarks should be understood in the relevant context. As a matter of fact, he intersperses explanations only sparingly in §31 (and elsewhere). Heck (1997, p. 467, footnote 8) suggests, without providing much explanation, that Frege cannot be talking here about the defined symbols to be introduced later in Part I of Grundgesetze: names of these functions are already present in the language. The latter claim seems to be true, but it does not justify the former. (i) Once all primitive function-names of the concept-script have been introduced and (ii) by stipulation none will be introduced at a later stage in the foundational project, and, furthermore, (iii) the formation rules are specified, we can indeed refer to any function and any object later to be defined in the concept-script. However, we must be careful here. Clearly, the one-place first-level function-names that Frege defines in later sections, such as the single-valuedness of a relation: “Iξ”, the mapping-into by a relation: “ϕξ”, the converse of a relation: “ϕξ”, etc. are at the stage of §31 not yet included in the concept-script. This consequently applies also to their corresponding value-range terms “e(ϕξ)”, “e(ϕξ)”, “e(ϕξ)”, etc. Take, for example, “Iξ”. Strictly speaking, we cannot even say that at the stage of §31 the definiens of “Iξ”, namely “∀x∀y(x ∩ (y ∩ p) → ∀z(x ∩ (z ∩ p) → y = z))”, is already present in the concept-script. The reason is that this function-name contains as a part the dyadic function-name “ξ ∩ ξ” which is only later defined in §34. At the stage of §31, we can only say that a name of the single-valuedness of a relation is supposed to be included in the concept-script, if in “∀x∀y(x ∩ (y ∩ p) → ∀z(x ∩ (z ∩ p) → y = z))” the function-name “ξ ∩ ξ” is considered to be replaced by its definiens “VRξ(I(ξ) → ∅(ξ)) → ∅(a) = a)”. And once “e q(ξ)” has been introduced (according to Frege, only as late as in §31!), a value-range term that is coreferential with “e(Iξ)” is likewise available in the concept-script. It is available in the sense that it can be constructed from the primitive names by iterated application of the formation rules.

The upshot is then that we cannot safely rule out that in his initial remark concerning “e q(ξ)” and the proper names associated with “e q(ξ)” Frege is appealing to those value-range names which originate from the simple monadic first-level function-names later to be defined. Now, (i) if in the remark that I am discussing Frege does not tacitly refer to those simple function-names (= Heck’s assumption), and (ii) if he holds, as he must, that at the stage of §31 a complex name of any function later to be defined is already available in the concept-script, then it remains to ask which monadic first-level function-names he may have had in mind when he says that they may yet be introduced.

The most plausible answer is presumably this. If the assumptions (i) and (ii) hold, then the monadic first-level function-names that may yet be introduced must be new

---

32 In this formula, I have retained Frege’s use of small Greek vowels as before, except for his use of the smooth breathing which is here again replaced by the symbol “VR”. I have also retained his use of German letters for bound variables.
primitive monadic function-names of first level as well as those monadic first-level function-names that can be obtained from the former and the old primitive names plus those already defined by applying the formation rules. When exposing the concept-script in §§1 - 50, Frege apparently did not rule out that at a later stage in the execution of his logicist programme — say, when laying the logical foundations of real analysis and of the arithmetic of complex numbers was on the agenda — it might have been useful or even mandatory to introduce a new primitive function-name or even more than one. By contrast, it seems very likely that he took the formation rules of his concept-script in Frege 1893 to be fixed once and for all after having characterized them in §§26-28, 30.

A final comment on Frege’s statement in §31 that with “$\hat{\epsilon} \varphi(\epsilon)$” we introduce not only a new function-name, but at the same time new proper names is in order. Taken at face value, it is at variance with his previous exposition. Here are the reasons. In §3, he already introduces the metalinguistic counterpart of “$\hat{\epsilon} \varphi(\epsilon)$”. In §10, after having explained the notation for value-ranges in the preceding section, Frege appeals to the contextual stipulation in §3 by employing some formal notation. In his identification of the truth-values with their unit classes he uses two special canonical value-range names. He may take it for granted that we can obtain these names by inserting a monadic first-level function-name into the argument-place of “$\hat{\epsilon} \varphi(\epsilon)$” marked by “$\varphi$”. Furthermore, in §20 Frege presents the formal version of Axiom V, in whose expression “$\hat{\epsilon} \varphi(\epsilon)$” figures as a constituent name. Finally, “$\hat{\epsilon} \varphi(\epsilon)$” makes its first separate appearance in §22 — “In $\hat{\epsilon} \varphi(\epsilon)$ we have an example of a second-level function which is not a concept” — and not in §31, contrary to what Frege’s formulation in §31 suggests. When he turns to “$\hat{\epsilon} \varphi(\epsilon)$” in §31, he cannot undo what he has done before and expect that the reader is prepared to disregard at least temporarily some of his previous stipulations in the spirit of “out of sight, out of mind”. Note in this connection that a little later in §31 and in contrast to his previous claim that with “$\hat{\epsilon} \varphi(\epsilon)$” he introduces a new function-name, he invokes the transsortal stipulation in §10 and uses the corresponding canonical value-range names. So, Frege appears to believe that only

33 Strictly speaking, Frege’s statement at the outset of §10 “By presenting the combination of signs ‘$\hat{\epsilon} \Phi(\epsilon) = \hat{\alpha} \Psi(\alpha)$’ as coreferential with ‘$\vdash \Phi(\alpha) = \Psi(\alpha)$’, we have admittedly by no means yet completely fixed the reference of a name such as ‘$\hat{\epsilon} \Phi(\epsilon)$’” is inaccurate, since in §3 he has not yet introduced the value-range notation and does not even employ a metalinguistic term like “the value-range of the function $\Phi(\xi)$”. Likewise he has not yet introduced the first-order universal quantifier.

34 It is clear that Frege’s remark in §31 concerning “$\hat{\epsilon} \varphi(\epsilon)$” — that with it we introduce not only a new function-name but at the same time new proper names — is not on a par with the introduction of value-ranges via an abstraction principle in §3 which lays down identity conditions for them, although in a restricted way. It only amounts roughly to the statement in §9 that “$\hat{\epsilon} \Phi(\epsilon)$” refers to the value-range of $\Phi(\xi)$.
by proceeding in the way he actually does in §31 concerning the scope of the first-order
domain — recall that in §31 he initially restricts it to the truth-values and subsequently
extends it by including value-ranges — and his treatment of “\(\hat{\varepsilon} q(\varepsilon)\)” he is able to
demonstrate that regular value-range names are indeed referential.

7 Only in the context of a truth-value name (sentence) do value-range names have
a reference

To show that “\(\neg \varphi \rightarrow q(\alpha)\)” has a reference requires only an application of criterion
(D): \(\neg \varphi \rightarrow q(\alpha) \leftrightarrow \forall \Phi(\neg \varphi(\xi) \rightarrow \neg \varphi(\alpha))\).
The demonstration that “\(\neg \mu \beta(\hat{\phi}(\beta))\)” has a reference proceeds in a similar way.
By contrast, the proof that “\(\hat{\varepsilon} q(\varepsilon)\)” is referential requires, in addition to the application
of criterion (D), an application of criteria (B) and (A).
According to (D), we have
\(\neg \varepsilon q(\varepsilon) \leftrightarrow \forall \Phi(\neg \varepsilon(\xi) \rightarrow \neg \varepsilon(\varepsilon))\).
As to the consequens, namely the target names for “\(\hat{\varepsilon} q(\varepsilon)\)” criterion (B) applies:
\(\hat{\varepsilon} \Phi(\varepsilon) \leftrightarrow \forall \Delta(\hat{\alpha} \Phi(\xi) \rightarrow \hat{\alpha} \Phi(\varepsilon))\).
And to “\(\forall \Phi(\hat{\varepsilon} \Phi(\varepsilon), \xi)\)” and “\(\forall \Phi(\hat{\varepsilon} \Phi(\varepsilon))\)” — both monadic function-names are target
names for a canonical value-range name “\(\hat{\varepsilon} \Phi(\varepsilon)\)” — criterion (A) applies:
\(\forall \Phi(\hat{\varepsilon} \Phi(\varepsilon), \xi) \leftrightarrow \forall \Delta(\hat{\alpha} \Phi(\xi) \rightarrow \hat{\alpha} \Phi(\varepsilon))\).

In order to demonstrate that value-range names are referential, Frege must only
consider regular value-range names, namely those those that are formed from
referential monadic first-level function-names. Since “\(\neg \xi\)” and “\(\top \xi\)” had already
been shown to be referential, “\(\hat{\varepsilon}(\neg \varepsilon)\)” and “\(\hat{\varepsilon}(\top \varepsilon)\)” can be accepted as regular value-
range names. However, “\(\hat{\varepsilon} \varepsilon(\varepsilon = \varepsilon)\)” or “\(\hat{\varepsilon} (\varepsilon = \neg \varepsilon \rightarrow \alpha)\)” or “\(\hat{\varepsilon} (\neg \varepsilon \rightarrow \neg \varepsilon)\)” for example, would do the job as well since the corresponding monadic function-
names “\(\hat{\varepsilon} = (\varepsilon = \varepsilon)\)” “\(\xi = \neg \varepsilon \rightarrow \alpha = \alpha\)” and “\(\hat{\varepsilon} (\neg \varepsilon \rightarrow \neg \varepsilon)\)” are correctly formed
from primitive names that, according to Frege, had already been established as
referential in the first, simple part of the proof. By the first part, I mean here the
demonstration of referentiality for the primitive concept- and relation-
expressions of the formal language.

According to the criterion of referentiality (B), Frege must examine whether by
inserting a regular value-range name into the argument-place of “\(\neg \xi\)” and “\(\top \xi\)” we
form a referential proper name, and further whether by inserting such a name into the $\xi$– or $\zeta$-argument-place of "$\xi = \zeta$" and "$\neg \zeta \rightarrow \neg \xi$", we obtain a referential monadic function-name of first level. Thus, in the case of "$\check{\xi} q(\epsilon)$" Frege restricts the demonstration of referentiality to certain subsets of both the set of value-range names and the set of monadic first-level function-names of the concept-script, namely to the insertion of a regular value-range name into the argument-place(s) of the primitive monadic and dyadic first-level function-names. This procedure is almost the mirror image of the method that he proposes in §10 for removing the referential indeterminacy of value-range terms. Recall that this method is restricted to the determination of the values of the primitive first-level functions for value-ranges (and the truth-values) as arguments, although with no constraint imposed on the range of admissible value-ranges as arguments. Yet again, the investigation concerning "$\check{\xi} q(\epsilon)$" in §31 is essentially a semantic acid test, whereas the procedure in §§10, 11-12 is intended to solve the indeterminacy problem by fixing the references of value-range names step by step up to uniqueness. And it takes little imagination to see that $\xi = \zeta$ plays a pivotal role when Frege comes to determine the values of the primitive first-level functions for value-ranges (and the truth-values) as arguments in §10 and beyond.\[35\]

Guided by the piecemeal strategy launched in §10 and bearing in mind the key role assigned to $\xi = \zeta$ in this strategy, Frege proceeds as follows. In the first place, the $\xi$–

---

35 This applies independently of the fact that for the concept $\neg \xi$ the determination of its values for fitting arguments turns out to be unnecessary and that $\neg \xi$ is reducible to $\xi = \zeta$. Yet by determining (a) the truth-value of canonical value-range equations by reference to the contextual stipulation and (b) the truth-value of mixed equations of the form "$\check{\xi} \Phi(\epsilon) = \Delta$" by additionally invoking the dual stipulation in §10, Frege thinks that he can guarantee precisely this: that the values of every other primitive first-level function for value-ranges as arguments are determined according to their elucidations. The twin stipulations in §10 implies the reducibility of any equation of the form "$\check{\xi} \Phi(\epsilon) = \Delta$" — where "$\Delta$" represents a truth-value name of the concept-script — to a canonical value-range equation. And after having carried out the reduction for any equation "$\check{\xi} \Phi(\epsilon) = \Delta$" can we determine its truth-value by appeal to the contextual stipulation. The special role that $\xi = \zeta$ plays in the piecemeal process of bestowing a unique reference upon value-range names can also be seen from a different angle. Suppose that in the logical system of Grundgesetze "$\xi = \zeta$" was not treated as a primitive name, but was introduced via a definition modelled upon, say, Leibniz’s definition of "$=$" which in Grundlagen Frege adopted as his own: $a = b ::= \forall f(f(a) \leftrightarrow f(b))$. It is likewise plain that prior to the definitional introduction of "$\xi = \zeta$" and prior to any possibly intended transsortal stipulation along the lines of §10 Frege would have been unable to fix the values of any primitive first-level function of his system for value-ranges as arguments.
or \( \zeta \)-argument-place of \( \xi = \zeta \) is filled with a regular value-range term, say, with \( \xi (\epsilon) \) or \( \xi (\neg \epsilon) \). In order to show that, for example, \( \xi (\neg \epsilon) = \zeta \) is referential, we must examine, according to criterion (A), whether all proper names that we obtain by inserting either a truth-value name or a regular value-range name into the argument-place of \( \xi (\neg \epsilon) = \zeta \) are referential. Plainly, the proper names so obtained are truth-value names. In the light of Frege’s initial assumption of propositional referentiality, we could therefore expect that they are recognized without further ado as referential names. Yet as we shall see below, Frege no longer appeals to this assumption when he comes to demonstrate that regular value-range names have a reference. This does of course not mean that he no longer relies on it. He rather wishes to establish the referentiality of, say, \( \xi (\neg \epsilon) = \xi (\neg \epsilon) \) or \( \neg \xi \neg \alpha = \xi (\neg \epsilon) \) by expressly invoking the stipulations in §3 and §10.

It goes almost without saying that the truth-value name or the regular value-range name to be inserted into the argument-place of \( \xi (\neg \epsilon) = \zeta \) or \( \xi = \xi (\neg \epsilon) \) for example, must be a well-formed argument-place of \( \xi (\neg \epsilon) = \zeta \) or \( \xi = \xi (\neg \epsilon) \) for name, because so considered it is plain that \( \xi = \xi (\neg \epsilon) \)

---

36 On the one hand, Heck emphasizes, in accordance with Frege’s view, that a name like \( \Delta \) is not supposed to belong to the concept-script at all. On the other hand, he contends that it is a new primitive name, added to the concept-script (cf. pp. 442, 448). Firstly, there is no evidence that Frege construed \( \Delta \) and other auxiliary names that he employs in the course of developing the concept-script as new primitive names. Why should he do this? And what would be the justification for doing this once it is clear that such names do not belong to the concept-script? From Frege’s point of view in Grundgesetze, only certain function-names that belong intrinsically to the language of first- and second-order logic and the vocabulary of the theory of value-ranges (note that the name of the horizontal function, which could be read as “the truth-value of \( \xi \)’s being the True”, plays a special, idiosyncratic role in the concept-script) can be regarded as primitive or logically simple. It is characteristic of them that they are introduced by means of informal elucidations. Secondly, it is certainly not Frege’s view that the concept-script is extended by adding auxiliary names. Since auxiliary names are strictly excluded from the range of admissible concept-script expressions, they cannot be added to it in any plausible sense of extending the language in this way. Heck writes: “... it is implicit in Frege’s argument that \( \Phi (\Delta) \)” denotes that \( \Delta \) is not itself formed in the second way. But if \( \Delta \) is an arbitrary denoting name in Begriffsschrift, there is no reason to suppose that it is not formed in the second way — as indeed, it would be were it either \( \xi (\epsilon = \epsilon) \) or \( \forall \xi (x = x) \) — whence the syntactic claim simply does not apply, and the argument collapses” (p. 448). However, Heck thinks that the argument “goes through”, if \( \Delta \) is considered to be a new primitive name, because so considered it is clearly not formed in the second way. Again, in my judgement this is not Frege’s view
demonstration of referentiality for the concept-script that is governed by the criteria (A) — (E), regardless of whether the name functions as a test name or a base name associated with it (according to the relevant criterion of referentiality) or as a target name. If in his attempted proof that every well-formed name of the concept-script has a unique reference Frege were to consider auxiliary proper names to be on a par with the primitive names and the names formed from these by way of insertion and gap formation, he would not succeed in proving anything at all. Admittedly, being neither primitive nor having been formed from the primitive function-names characterizes also every (simple) proper name introduced by definition, but unlike an auxiliary proper name, a defined proper name such as “0” or “1” or “ℵ₀” is considered to belong to the concept-script. In contrast to the former, it has a well specified reference, namely that of a complex name formed from the primitive names. It is true that throughout §31 Frege employs the names “Γ” and “Δ”, but again: setting his ambiguous treatment of the first-order universal quantifier aside (his vacillation between an objectual and a substitutional interpretation) he does so chiefly for the purpose of simplifying his argument and of securing its requisite generality, not for any intrinsic reason. In §31, “Γ” and “Δ” are used to represent any truth-value name or regular value-range name of the formal language, but it does not make sense to say that “Γ” and “Δ” are regular value-range names or truth-value names.

Having arrived at the point regarding “ηφ(ε)” that I described above, Frege appeals to both the contextual stipulation in §3 and the identification of the True and the False with their unit classes in §10. As I pointed out earlier, on the face of it this runs counter to one of the preliminary remarks in §31, namely that the only objects that we know at this stage are the True and the False. Be that as it may, Frege considers the stipulations in §3 and §10 to ensure that every name of the form “Γ = Δ” has a reference, if “Γ” and “Δ” are regular value-range names or truth-value names. By the same token, it is

of the matter. Moreover, it is possibly misleading to say that “ηφ(ε)” and “∀x(x = x)” are formed in the second way, that is, by means of gap formation. The last member of the formation sequences of these names is formation by insertion, not by gap formation. However, the formation of these names involves the application of a gap formation rule.

37 Frege uses a different symbol for the smallest transfinite cardinal number which he calls Endlos; cf. Frege 1893, §122. He also distinguishes typographically between the numerals referring to the cardinals 0 and 1 (by using a diagonal stroke) from those referring to the numbers 0 and 1. Here I ignore the distinction.
38 I assume that in this formulation Frege appeals only to truth-value names of the concept-script, not to non-sentential names of a truth-value such as “η(−ε)” or “η(ε = (ε = ε))”, for example. We already know that “Γ = Δ” is not a name of the concept-script, although the constituent name “ξ = ζ” belongs to it (disregarding the preliminary use of “ξ” and “ζ” in the exposition of the concept-script). “Γ = Δ” is an auxiliary name just as the name “Φ(Δ)” which consists of the auxiliary names “Φ(ξ)” and “Δ”.


clear that we always obtain a referential proper name, if we fill the argument-place of "ξ = (ξ = ξ)" everywhere with a regular value-range name. The resulting names are equations (truth-value names), where the term occurring on the left-hand side is a regular value-range name and the name on the right-hand side is of the form "Δ = Δ", and, hence, refers to the True. Thanks to the dual stipulation in §10, the right-hand side of an equation such as "ξ (ε) = (ξ (ε) = ξ (ε))" or "ξ (Ξε) = (ξ (Ξε) = ξ (Ξε))" can always be replaced by "ξ (ε)". If we do this, we obtain a canonical value-range equation whose truth-value is determined by the contextual stipulation or its formal counterpart Axiom V; in the first case a true, in the second a false equation. Due to the coextensiveness of "ξ = (ξ = ξ)" and "−ξ", "−ξ" is likewise always completed to a referential name, a truth-value name, if we insert a regular value-range term into its argument-place. And according to the stipulations made in §§5, 6, 12, "−Δ \to −Π" are referential names, if "Π" and "Δ" refer to something. Since regular value-range names satisfy this condition, both "−ξ Π" and "−ξ Π" are always completed to referential proper names, namely truth-value names, when we insert regular value-range names or truth-value names into the argument-places. Here then is the conclusion that Frege feels entitled to draw towards the end of his proof:

We have seen that each of our names of simple first-level functions "−ξ", "−ξ", "−ξ Π", "−ξ Π", "−ξ Π", "−ξ Π", so far recognized as referential, yields referential names by insertion of regular value-range names into the argument-places. Thus, the regular value-range names may be included in the domain of referential names. Thereby, however, the same is settled for our function-name "ξ Ψ(ε)", since whenever a name of a first-level function with one argument refers to something, it follows that the proper name that results from its insertion into "ξ Ψ(ε)") refers to something.

Finally, in §31 Frege argues that his stipulations in §11 suffice to secure a reference in all cases for proper names of the form "Δ" and consequently also for the primitive name "Δ".40

The foregoing analysis of Frege’s argument in §31 provides ample evidence that in his view value-range names and, hence, "ξ Ψ(ε)") have a reference only in the context of a truth-value name, of a sentence. His contextual account of both sense and reference for his formal language accords well with the context principle which assigns a distinguished role to sentences. Thus contrary to what Dummett has claimed in several places, in Grundgesetze Frege does not advocate a sheer generalization of the context principle with respect to reference. As Frege’s statement at the beginning of §32 makes

---

39 Frege speaks here of argument-places in the plural, which is not quite correct. "ξ" marks only one argument-place in "ξ = (ξ = ξ)", though at different places.
40 Cf. also Heck’s analysis in Heck 2012, §5.1 and §5.3.
clear, not only does he believe to have shown that all primitive names refer to something, but also that all names correctly formed from them have a reference. With respect to the syntactic category of value-range names this means now, once the proof of referentiality has been carried out completely and apparently to Frege’s satisfaction, that every well-formed (canonical) value-range name of the concept-script is assumed to be referential, not only those terms that were initially singled out as regular value-range names.

In the last two sections of this essay, I shall return to Grundgesetze, §10 (bearing in mind that §10 is tightly interwoven with §31) and shall add a few more brushstrokes to the picture that I have painted so far of the semantics of value-range names. I shall begin by take a closer look at Frege’s piecemeal strategy in §10. In what follows, I critically examine his line of thought in the long footnote to §10. In the relevant literature on §10, this important footnote has not been discussed in sufficient detail. I intend to fill the gap. In the concluding section, I shall raise two objections to the twin stipulations in §10. The first is one from the point of view of the syntax of his formal language, while the second is based on semantic considerations.

8 Grundgesetze, §10
8.1 The piecemeal strategy
At the outset of Grundgesetze, §10, Frege points out that the contextual stipulation fixes the reference of a name such as “∅(ε)” by no means yet completely. In what follows, he draws attention to a “dual undecidability”. (U1): “we cannot decide yet [that is, by appeal to the contextual stipulation] whether an object that is not given to us as value-range is a value-range or which function it may belong to”. (U2): we cannot “decide in general whether a given value-range has a given property [that, is falls under a given first-level concept] if we do not know that that this property is connected with a [second-level] property of the corresponding function.” Note that both (U1) and (U2) are formulated in epistemic terms, while the initial statement in §10 is framed in semantic terms. As to the objects that are not given to us as value-ranges referred to in (U1), Frege deals in effect only with the two truth-values. However, when in the long footnote to §10 he comes to explore the possibility of generalizing the transsortal

---

41 Or as Richard Heck has expressed it in recent correspondence with me on §10: “Section 10, as I read it, looks forward to sections 29-32.”
42 In ‘Über Begriff und Gegenstand’ (Frege 1967, p. 175), Frege writes: “I call the concepts under which an object falls its properties; thus ‘to be Φ is a property of Γ’ is just another way of saying: ‘Γ falls under the concept of a Φ’.”
43 The property must be of second level since the function corresponding to the value-range is of first level. Recall that in Grundgesetze Frege introduces and uses only value-ranges of first-level functions. And plainly, in his logic a first-level function can only have a second-level property.
stipulations any arbitrary non-logical object that is not referred to by a value-range name is tentatively taken into consideration as well.\(^{44}\) (U2) is closely intertwined with (U1) but does not coincide with (U1). We shall see that in a sense (U2) is a generalization of (U1). We shall further see that (a) by converting (U1) via the twin stipulations into a decidable issue and (b) by drawing on the elucidations of the primitive first-level function-names other than “\(\xi = \zeta\)” — the name of the horizontal function, negation, the definite description operator and the name of the conditional function — we can decide in general whether a given value-range falls under a first-level concept (denoted by a concept-script function-name).\(^{45}\)

After having stated (U1) and (U2), Frege presents an argument for his previous claim that the contextual stipulation fails to determine the reference of a name such as “\(\varepsilon \Phi(\varepsilon)\)” completely. (Here I skip the argument.\(^{46}\) He then proceeds to characterize the piecemeal strategy as the appropriate means of resolving the indeterminacy that he diagnoses at the outset of §10. At the stage of §10, the proposed solution, namely the step-by-step determination of the values of the primitive first-level functions for value-ranges as arguments, “just as for all other arguments”, eventually boils down to the case of \(\xi = \zeta\), and “all other arguments” are reduced to the truth-values, although not for a compelling reason. If we take Frege’s proposal at face value, then there are altogether three cases to be settled for \(\xi = \zeta\). However, he confines himself to considering the case where one argument of \(\xi = \zeta\) is a value-range and the other a truth-value which in essence corresponds to (U1). One of the two remaining cases, the determination of the values of \(\xi = \zeta\) for value-ranges as \(\xi\)-argument and as \(\zeta\)-argument, was already done in §3 and, hence, Frege had not to worry about it. It is probably for this reason that he does not mention this case at all when he presents his solution strategy in response to (U1) and (U2). Yet he does rely on this case since it is absolutely indispensable for fixing the semantics of value-range names, although at the same time it gives rise to the

\(^{44}\) To be sure, Frege introduces only the truth-values and value-ranges as logical objects and nowhere in his work mentions any other logical objects or the need to extend the domain of logical objects beyond the truth-values and value-ranges. Yet this does not exclude that in the course of laying the logical foundations of real analysis (which due to Russell’s Paradox remained a fragment in the second volume of *Grundgesetze*) and the arithmetic of the complex numbers (possibly in a third *Grundgesetze* volume) he would have been prepared to introduce logical objects of a new third kind. I shall return to this idea shortly.

\(^{45}\) In saying this, I do not consider the if-clause in (U2) which Frege does not spell out in §10. I do this mainly for the sake of simplifying my account. Yet, as we shall see, the determination of the reference of, say, “\(\varepsilon (\neg \varepsilon) = \omega (\neg \alpha)\)” enables Frege to fix the reference of, say, “\(\neg \varepsilon (\neg \varepsilon)\)” as well.

\(^{46}\) Actually, he states that this claim follows from his argument. I assume that the informed reader is familiar with the two arguments that Frege develops in §10.
indeterminacy that is in the focus of §10. Frege likewise disregards the third case (at least he does not mention it explicitly), which is the determination of the value of $\xi = \zeta$ for the True and the False as $\xi$-argument and as $\zeta$-argument. It is possible that he tacitly appeals to his previous elucidation of “$\xi = \zeta$” (which on its own does not decide the third case) and assumes that thanks to our unfailing awareness, in our practice of judging and asserting, that the True is distinct from the False, fixing the value of $\xi = \zeta$ for the truth-values as arguments can be taken for granted. However this may be, Frege possibly thought that from the third case he could hardly derive much benefit for specifying the semantics of value-range names, and it is perhaps also for this reason that he omits it.

Having arrived at this point in §10, Frege sets out the permutation argument and goes on to state the identifiability thesis. By invoking the latter, he identifies the True and the False with their unit classes. 48 He completes §10 by pointing out (though in

47 In ‘Über Sinn und Bedeutung’ (Frege 1967, p. 149; cf. Frege 1893, p. 7), Frege claims that the two objects the True and the False are acknowledged, if only tacitly, by everybody who judges at all, who holds something to be true and, hence, also by a sceptic.

48 In their essay ‘Frege’s Recipe’, Cook and Ebert write (Cook and Ebert 2016, p. 321): “Given that in Grundgesetze sentences are names of truth-values, the logic of Grundgesetze involves, at a glance, reference to two distinct types of logical object: truth-values and value-ranges. In order to reduce the number of types of logical objects — with a view of settling all identities within Grundgesetze in terms of identity conditions for value-ranges as codified in Basic Law V — Frege makes two stipulations.” It could seem that the authors are assuming here that reducing the number of types of logical object was a desideratum for Frege even independently of the fact that the referential indeterminacy of value-range names was in urgent need of being removed. Be that as it may, in the light of the available evidence, Frege’s conversion of the True and the False into objects whose identity is governed by the coextensiveness of certain concepts is in fact only due to the indeterminacy problem and his attempt to resolve it. In my judgement, he did not think that for methodological reasons and quite independently of the semantic problem that was preoccupying him in §10 he was committed to requiring that the identity conditions of every logical object of his system must or should be governed by a logical abstraction principle, preferably by Axiom V. At least prior to §10, the True and the False are considered to be the primitive objects of logic. Unlike the value-ranges, the truth-values do not depend on something more fundamental, namely on functions. It is true that the value-range function $\dot{q}(\epsilon)$ is primitive in Frege’s system, but this status is not transmitted to its values for monadic first-level functions as arguments: the (simple) value-ranges. Thus, in a sense one could say that the truth-values are initially in the domain of logical objects what the primitive functions of the system of Grundgesetze are in the domain of functions; see in this respect the revealing passage in Frege 1976, p. 121 and the comments in ANONYMOUS 2017. Moreover, I take for certain that Frege did not believe that by identifying the truth-values with value-ranges he had, as a kind of welcome by-product,
different words) that some more work has to be done in order to fix the references of value-range names completely.

In summary, we can say that the piecemeal process of fixing the references of value-range names uniquely is a sequence of heterogeneous stipulations which are designed to work hand in hand. The sequence itself falls neither under the prohibition of piecemeal definitions nor under the prohibition of piecemeal elucidations (of primitive names). Its first member is a stipulation of a special kind, while the second is a stipulation of a “very special kind”, to borrow a phrase from Frege which he uses in a different context: both (a) the contextual stipulation in §3 and (b) the twin stipulations in §10 are neither definitions nor standard elucidations. In the sequence, (a) and (b) are followed by (c) the elucidation of the definite description operator in §11 and (d) the elucidation of the name of the conditional function in §12. Yet both elucidations do their job of bestowing a reference on a new primitive name at one fell swoop and not in a piecemeal fashion.49

I shall now turn in slightly more detail to what from a semantic point of view I take to be the crucial issues involved in the piecemeal process that I characterized above. In doing so, I shall refrain from discussing the structure of the permutation argument.50 In Frege’s view — at least I take this to be his view — once the value-range notation has been introduced in §9, the contextual stipulation in §3 can be seen as having conferred references on value-range names as constituents of canonical value-range equations “$\varepsilon \Phi(\varepsilon) = \alpha \Psi(\alpha)$” by fixing the reference of such and only of such equations. No more and no less is required in order to provide “$\varepsilon \Phi(\varepsilon)$” and “$\alpha \Psi(\alpha)$” qua constituents of “$\varepsilon \Phi(\varepsilon) = \alpha \Psi(\alpha)$” with a reference. In saying this, I assume, for the sake of argument, that at the stage of §9 the formation of concept-script function-names and object names enhanced the logical status of the former. In fact, I do not see how this could have been achieved at all from his point of view. On the contrary, owing to the twin stipulations in §10, the truth-values had lost their pre-eminent status as the primitive objects of logic. Since they were now value-ranges of certain functions they had then only a derivative status.

49 Heck (2005, p. 168, footnote 17) writes that it is plain that Frege is not here offering a solution to the Caesar problem. “A piecemeal ‘solution’ is not a solution to the problem but a recipe for side-stepping it.” However, Heck does not explain in more detail why he thinks that a piecemeal solution is not a solution to Frege’s semantic problem. Admittedly, due to Frege’s wholesale rejection of piecemeal definitions in logic and mathematics, the word “piecemeal” has a negative flavour in his mature work. Yet as I pointed out, the piecemeal process in §§10-12 (with a tacit appeal to §3) does not concern any definition, nor does it rest on a piecemeal elucidation either of the name of the value-range function or of a primitive first-level function-name. Thus, in my view Frege’s piecemeal strategy does not offend against any of the methodological principles that guide his exposition of the concept-script.

50 I assume that the informed reader is familiar with Frege’s permutation argument.
via *insertion* (not yet via gap formation) has already been put into effect. Thus, on this assumption it seems that at the stage of §9 Frege would be justified, from his point of view, in writing down concept-script sentences such as “$\varepsilon\alpha = \varepsilon\alpha$” or “$\varepsilon\alpha = \varepsilon\alpha$”, although in every other primitive context in which a name such as “$\varepsilon\Phi(\varepsilon)$” may occur at this point — say, in “$\varepsilon\Phi(\varepsilon)$” or in “$\varepsilon\Phi(\varepsilon)$” or in a mixed equation of the type “$\varepsilon\Phi(\varepsilon) = \Delta$”, where the auxiliary name “$\Delta$” is supposed to represent a truth-value name of the concept-script $\Phi$ — the reference of “$\varepsilon\Phi(\varepsilon)$” “is by no means yet completely fixed” via the contextual stipulation together with the elucidations of “$\Xi$”, “$\Xi$” and “$\varepsilon = \varepsilon$” in §§5-7. The reason is that “we cannot decide”, by appeal to this set of stipulations, whether, for example, $\varepsilon\alpha$ falls under $\Xi$ or under $\Xi$ or under $\varepsilon = \varepsilon\alpha$ or under none of these concepts. This is why I suggested to construe (U2) as a generalization of (U1). The only case in which we can decide, by appeal to the contextual stipulation and prior to §10, whether, say, $\varepsilon\alpha$ falls under a given first-level concept denoted by a concept-script function-name is, for example, $\varepsilon = \varepsilon\alpha$. Thus, it seems that at the stage of §§3-9 value-range names have a janusfaced nature with respect to reference, or to put it in less metaphorical terms: From the point of view of the solution strategy which Frege proposes in §10, the answer to the question of whether a (determinate) reference has been conferred on a name such as “$\varepsilon\Phi(\varepsilon)$” seems to be essentially context-dependent or context-relative.

To recap: Thanks to the contextual stipulation — which despite its bounded effectiveness is a kind of bedrock for the semantics of value-range names — and prior to the stipulation in §10, a name such as “$\varepsilon\Phi(\varepsilon)$” has a (determinate) reference if it occurs in “$\varepsilon\Phi(\varepsilon) = \alpha\Psi(\alpha)$”. If that were not so, then the equation “$\varepsilon\Phi(\varepsilon) = \alpha\Psi(\alpha)$” would lack a reference, contrary to the fact that the contextual stipulation does fix its reference, that is, its truth-value. By contrast, at the stage of §9 “$\varepsilon\Phi(\varepsilon)$” lacks a (determinate) reference if it occurs in “$\varepsilon\Phi(\varepsilon)$” or in “$\varepsilon\Phi(\varepsilon)$” or in “$\varepsilon\Phi(\varepsilon) = \Delta$”

---

51 Here I apply the term “mixed equation” only to those equations in which one term flanking “=” is a canonical value-range name and the other a concept-script truth-value name. Beginning with §11, Frege introduces new types of singular terms (proper names in his jargon) into his formal language, both by elucidation and definition, such as definite descriptions of the form “$\neg\varepsilon\Phi(\varepsilon)$” and numerical terms of the form “$N\varepsilon\Phi(\varepsilon)$” (“the cardinal number that belongs to the value-range $\varepsilon\Phi(\varepsilon)$”). Instead of Frege’s symbol for the designation of the first-level cardinality function, I use here “$N$”.

52 Note that my way of putting this deviates from Frege’s formulation at the very outset of §10, but I think that my formulation, which takes Frege’s subsequent statements into consideration, may render the issue a little clearer.

53 Its undisputed merit is that it provides “a way always to recognize a value-range as the same if it is designated by a name such as ‘$\varepsilon\Phi(\varepsilon)$’”, a merit Frege could build on.
since so far no stipulation has been made which fixes the reference of those sentences (truth-value names). As expected, the situation changes completely with the twin stipulations in §10. Casually speaking, we might say that fixing the reference of mixed equations brings about an essential increase of the “referential potential” or “semantic value” of value-range names which initially rested only on the contextual stipulation.\footnote{Note that the stipulation in §10 has no impact whatsoever on the references of value-range names qua constituents of a canonical value-range equation since in a context of this type the value-range names flanking “=” on both sides already refer to something. They do so quite independently of any subsequent stipulation concerning their reference as constituents in other primitive contexts.}

In fact, fixing the reference of a name such as “$\hat{\epsilon} \Phi(\epsilon)$” uniquely, that is, according to the piecemeal strategy, fixing its reference with respect to its occurrence in all (relevant) primitive contexts: “$\neg \hat{\epsilon} \Phi(\epsilon)$”, “$\neg \neg \hat{\epsilon} \Phi(\epsilon)$”, “$\hat{\epsilon} \Phi(\epsilon) = \hat{\alpha} \Psi(\alpha)$”, “$\hat{\epsilon} \Phi(\epsilon) = \Delta$”, “$\Delta = \hat{\epsilon} \Phi(\epsilon)$”, “$\neg \hat{\epsilon} \Phi(\epsilon)$”, “$\neg \hat{\epsilon} \Phi(\epsilon) \rightarrow \neg \hat{\alpha} \Psi(\alpha)$”, “$\neg \hat{\epsilon} \Phi(\epsilon) \rightarrow \neg \Delta$” and “$\neg \Delta \rightarrow \neg \hat{\epsilon} \Phi(\epsilon)$” comes already close to completion in §10.\footnote{According to Frege, the unfinished semantic business left by the contextual stipulation in §3 is officially completed by the stipulations that he makes in §§11-12 regarding the definite description function and the conditional function both of which, unlike $\neg \xi$, are not reducible to any other primitive function. But according to the elucidations of “$\neg \xi$” and “$\xi \rightarrow \neg \xi$” and the previous stipulations, the values of $\neg \xi$ and $\xi \rightarrow \neg \xi$ are also specified for value-ranges as arguments.}

Thus, one result is that for Frege both canonical value-range equations and mixed equations are arguably the two most important primitive (sentential) contexts for the stepwise endowment of a name such as “$\hat{\epsilon} \Phi(\epsilon)$” with a unique reference.\footnote{As I have indicated before, once the dual stipulation in §10 has been made, mixed equations can of course always be transformed into canonical value-range equations, and the truth-value of the latter is determined via the contextual stipulation. It likewise goes without saying that owing to the stipulation in §10 a truth-value name can always be replaced \textit{salva extensione} either by “$\hat{\epsilon}(\neg \epsilon)$” (or by a coreferential value-range term) or by “$\hat{\epsilon}(\epsilon = \neg \omega \rightarrow \alpha = \alpha)$” (or by a coreferential value-range term) but never \textit{salva intensione}, since despite the fact that by stipulation it refers to a truth-value it expresses intrinsically a non-propositional sense, not a thought. — The key role of canonical value-range equations and mixed equations in the piecemeal process of endowing value-range names with a unique reference does by no means imply that such equations are equally important in the proofs of the basis laws of arithmetic in the two volumes of \textit{Grundgesetze}. (Cf. Frege’s explanation of what he understands by an equation in the concept-script in \textit{Frege 1893}, §26d.). As a matter of fact, the use of canonical value-range equations and especially of mixed equations has absolute scarcity value in the \textit{Grundgesetze}-proofs, and from this we may conclude that those equations, in particular the mixed ones, play an extremely minor role in Frege’s logical foundation of arithmetic. In §177, he uses “$\hat{\epsilon} \, g(\epsilon) = \hat{\epsilon} \, (\neg f(\epsilon))$” as well as the mixed equations “$\hat{\epsilon}$
8.2 The idea of generalizing the dual stipulation in §10 closer examined

In a lengthy footnote to Frege 1893, §10, Frege examines the possibility of generalizing the dual stipulation (or “$\epsilon (\epsilon = A) = A$”) so that all objects whatsoever, including those that are referred to by canonical value-range names, are identified with their unit classes: $\forall \Delta \forall \epsilon \Phi(\epsilon)(\epsilon (\epsilon = A) = A \land \epsilon (\epsilon \Phi(\epsilon) = \epsilon) = \epsilon \Phi(\epsilon))$.\(^{59}\) On the face of it, the examination would not make an awful lot of sense, if Frege had decided outright that the first-order domain of his logical theory is to embrace only the truth-values and value-ranges. In any event, he rejects the suggestion on the ground that it may be inconsistent with the criterion of identity governing value-ranges, if the object to be identified with its unit class is already given to us as a value-range. At the same time, he jettisons the less general, but intuitively more appealing proposal of identifying with their unit classes all and only those objects which are given to us independently of value-ranges: $\forall \Delta (\epsilon (\epsilon = A) = \Delta)$. He does so by using basically the same argument that he advances in Grundlagen, §67, saying that the mode of presentation or designation of

\[ g(\epsilon) = u \] and “$\epsilon \not= f(\epsilon) = u$” (where “$u$” is a Roman object-marker). There are only a very few further occurrences of a canonical value-range equation. There is one in the course of the proof of the right-to-left-half of Hume’s Principle in §61, p. 81 and also one in §88, p. 116, at the outset of the proof of the single-valuedness of “the relation of a cardinal number to that immediately preceding it in the cardinal number series”. As far as I can see, this is all. In the proofs of Grundgesetze, Frege also draws very sporadically on equations in which the terms flanking “=” on both sides refer to double value-ranges; cf. §61 and §87, p. 110. Yet outside of equations it is the use of names for double-value-ranges, not the use of names for simple value-ranges, that prevails in the proofs of Grundgesetze.

\(^{57}\) Recall that “concrete” truth-value names are not yet available at the stage of §§5-6.

\(^{58}\) This is also Heck’s view; cf. Heck 2012, p. 104 and also the entire section 4.4 where in my view the relevant semantic issues of §10 are more thoroughly discussed than in any other work on Grundgesetze, §10.

\(^{59}\) I use here “$A$” as a variable ranging over singular terms distinct from every canonical value-range name.
an object must not be regarded as its invariant property, since the same object may be given in different ways. In short, in the footnote Frege considers tentatively both a restricted and a total generalization of “\( \check{e} (\varepsilon = \Delta) = \Delta \)” but eventually rejects both as unviable, although for essentially different reasons. Yet assuming that the first-order domain is all-embracing, how could Frege believe to have an effective strategy for resolving the referential indeterminacy of value-range names, if he is convinced that both a total and a restrained generalization of the dual stipulation in §10 are bound to fail?

In what follows, I shall discuss the relevant points that are more or less directly involved in the footnote. However, I shall disregard the shorter passage at its end since what Frege writes there is not my main concern.

(i) To begin with, Frege does not say anything about his motive for exploring the possibility of generalizing the transsortal stipulations in either way. We are only told that the identification of every object \( \Delta \) with \( \check{e} (\varepsilon = \Delta) \) suggests itself. But in what sense does it suggest itself? How does it relate to the indeterminacy problem whose solution is the key issue in §10? In particular, what would we achieve for the semantics of value-range names by generalizing the stipulation “\( \Delta = \check{e} (\varepsilon = \Delta) \)”, if at least the bounded generalization of “\( \Delta = \check{e} (\varepsilon = \Delta) \)” were considered to be sound?

(ii) If (a) on the one hand we pay attention to the way Frege actually proceeds in §10 and especially in §31 it is tempting to assume that he (tacitly) regards the first-order domain of his logical theory as restricted to the truth-values and value-ranges (cf. section 2 of this essay). Exploring the possibility of generalizing the transsortal stipulations in §10 could then perhaps be regarded as an attempt to supply a general solution to versions of the indeterminacy problem that would inevitably arise for every possible extension of the first-order domain in the process of laying the logical foundations of real analysis and the arithmetic of the complex numbers. However, if (b) on the other hand Frege takes the first-order variables to range over all the objects there are — then the second footnote to §10 might rather be seen as reflecting his residual uneasiness about the restriction that he imposes on the range of admissible arguments when in §10 he determines the values of \( \xi = \zeta \) only for the truth-values and value-ranges as arguments.

Both (a) and (b) deserve close attention. I shall begin by discussing a case in point that relates to (a). Suppose that Frege’s projected logical foundation of the arithmetic of the real and complex numbers required the introduction of a new, third type of logical objects, besides the truth-values and value-ranges, and, correspondingly, the introduction of a new syntactic sub-category of singular terms that are designed to refer to those objects in the concept-script. In that case, too, the referential indeterminacy of value-range names that Frege apparently takes to be resolved at the end of §12, if only truth-values and value-ranges are in the domain, would arise anew. An extension of what I hypothetically consider to be the first-order domain of Frege’s logical theory
could be imagined to proceed as follows. In addition to \( \varphi(\alpha) \) and \( \varepsilon \varphi(\varepsilon) \) a third primitive monadic function of second level, say, \( \hat{u}\varphi(u) \), is introduced via the following stipulation: its value for every one-place first-level function as argument shall be an object of the new third kind. I am aware that Frege might have been reluctant to endorse this way of introducing a new function \( \hat{u}\varphi(u) \), on the ground that it illicitly presupposes our acquaintance with the values of \( \hat{u}\varphi(u) \) qua logical objects of a third kind for monadic first-level functions as arguments. Nevertheless, let us assume, again for the sake of argument, that he would have accepted this way of introducing a function \( \hat{u}\varphi(u) \), had he thought that its introduction was indispensable in pursuit of his overall logicist project.

From what I have just envisioned to be an extension of the initial, hypothetically assumed first-order domain, it would follow that the intended complete determination of the references of value-range names could not be secured. The reason is that from Frege’s point of view we could not rule out that an object of the hypothetical third kind, which \( \hat{u}\varphi(u) \) assigns to a fitting argument, does in fact coincide with a value-range in the domain. In order to remove this iterated indeterminacy, another stipulation would have to be made, one that is designed to guarantee that the reference of every equation in which “=” is flanked by a canonical value-range name on one side and a singular term of the new category on the other is fixed. And, of course, every additional extension of the first-order domain in a similar fashion would require further stipulation.

In a letter to Russell (3.8.1902, Frege 1976, p. 225), Frege makes a couple of interesting remarks which in a sense are closely linked to what I have just set out:

You ask how it can be known that something is a value-range. This is indeed a difficult point. Now, all objects of arithmetic are introduced as value-ranges. Whenever a new object to be considered is not introduced as a value-range, we must at once answer the question whether it is a value-range, and the answer is probably always no, since it would have been introduced as a value-range if it was one.

Note that according to Frege a negative answer to the question that he raises would not be definitive, but only probable. Yet it seems that his response does not completely tally with the argument that he adduces in Grundlagen, §67 and endorses in the long footnote to Grundgesetze, §10. In the light of this argument, we could never rule out that the new object to be considered (for laying the logical foundations of arithmetic) is a value-range, by invoking the fact that it has not been introduced as such, but, for example, as the reference of a name of the form “\( \hat{u}\Phi(u) \)”.

I shall now turn to (b). Examining the possibility of identifying all and only those objects of an all-inclusive domain with their unit classes that are given to us independently of value-ranges might have assuaged the discomfort that Frege possibly felt at one point in §10. Recall that in contrast to his previous elucidations of some
primitive first-level functions for all the objects there are he decides in §10, before fixing the values of those functions “for value-ranges as arguments, just as for all other arguments”, to narrow down the range of arguments (and likewise the range of arguments for those primitive first-level functions that must still be introduced in the wake of §10) to the truth-values and value-ranges. Testing a restricted generalization of “\( \hat{e} (\varepsilon = \Delta) = \Delta \)” might appear attractive. For if every object that is not presented to us in the guise of a value-range were identified with its unit class, then it seems that we might succeed in removing effectively the referential indeterminacy of value-range names even if — in accordance with the way Frege elucidates the primitive first-level function-names and defines the names of certain logically complex functions of first level — the first-order domain is taken to be all-encompassing. Owing to the generalized stipulation “\( \forall \Delta (\hat{e} (\varepsilon = \Delta) = \Delta) \)” the domain would contain only objects whose identity conditions are governed by the contextual stipulation in §3, and from Frege’s point of view no further stipulation after §§10-12 would probably be required in order to ensure that value-range terms have been provided with a (unique) reference. Thus, if we are facing the question of whether, say, \( \hat{e} (\varepsilon = \varepsilon) \) is identical with Julius Caesar, we could, in principle, transform it into the question of whether \( \hat{e} (\varepsilon = \varepsilon) \) coincides with \( \hat{e} (\varepsilon = \text{Julius Caesar}) \).\(^{60}\) And the criterion of identity inherent in the contextual stipulation would settle this question: \( \xi = \xi \) and \( \xi = \text{Julius Caesar} \) are obviously not coextensive. Hence, “\( \hat{e} (\varepsilon = \varepsilon) = \hat{e} (\varepsilon = \text{Julius Caesar}) \)” is false. However, in special cases the determination of the truth-value of an equation in which both terms flanking “=” refer to unit classes, may turn out to be less straightforward. Thus, if we wish to decide, by invoking the contextual stipulation, whether, say, \( \hat{e} (-\varepsilon) \) is identical with \( \hat{e} (\varepsilon = \text{Julius Caesar}) \), we must be in a position to decide whether the concepts \( -\xi \) and \( \xi = \text{Julius Caesar} \) are coextensive or not and, hence, whether the True (or \( \hat{e} (-\varepsilon) \)) coincides with Julius Caesar or not. The question cannot be settled by any of the stipulations that Frege makes in Grundgesetze. Nonetheless, he might wish to argue that it is by virtue of our intuitive familiarity with the True and the False that we can safely distinguish the truth-values from the conqueror of Gaul and, hence, are entitled to declare “\( \hat{e} (\varepsilon = \text{Julius Caesar}) = \hat{e} (-\varepsilon) \)” as false.\(^{61}\)

\(^{60}\) Here I ignore the fact that the concept-script does not contain names like “Julius Caesar”. Note that Frege does not mention the fact that the concept-script does not contain names for all the objects there are.

\(^{61}\) The number 1 is obviously not given as a value-range by “1” and, according to the initial argument in the second footnote to §10, could be identified with its unit class. However, since Frege intends to define individual cardinal numbers as equivalence classes of equinumerosity — for example, 1 as the class of all classes equinumerous with \( \hat{e}(\varepsilon = 0) \), that is, as \( \hat{e}(\varepsilon - (\varepsilon = 0)) \), if we use here “-” as the sign for the relation of equinumerosity between classes — he could not at the same time identify 1 with \( \hat{e}(\varepsilon = 1) \) (its unit class) without contradicting the contextual stipulation or Basic Law V. The
At the beginning of the footnote Frege claims that the stipulation \( \varepsilon (\varepsilon = \Delta) = \Delta \) “is possible for every object that is given to us independently of value-ranges, for the same reason [my emphasis] that we have seen for truth-values.” Frege does not explain what he means precisely when he says “for the same reason”. I assume, however, that by using this phrase he is tacitly appealing to the permutation argument in the sense that its legitimizing power for the identification of objects with their unit classes is by no means restricted to the truth-values but could in principle be invoked for the identification of, say, Caesar and Brutus or Mars and Jupiter with their unit classes, if under the assumption that the first-order domain embraces all objects whatsoever such a generalization were considered to be a viable strategy for fixing the references of value-range names uniquely. Surprisingly and in contrast to Frege’s initial claim quoted above, his subsequent argument seems to be that it is consistent (a) to dismiss as indefensible the tentative proposal of identifying with their unit classes all and only those objects that are not given to us as value-ranges and yet (b) to allow certain particular identifications which this proposal, if accepted, would also license. I cannot offer a catch-all-solution for this conflict, but think that Frege would have been well-advised to stick to its initial claim.

If the consistency with the contextual stipulation is the only relevant constraint to be met if we ponder over the possibility of identifying every object that is not given to us in the guise of a value-range with its unit class — and thanks to the permutation argument Frege seems to be convinced that his twin stipulations in §10 meet this constraint — then it could seem that nothing stands in the way of generalizing the stipulation \( \varepsilon (\varepsilon = \Delta) = \Delta \) (for whatever purpose) in precisely this way. For recall that concepts \( \xi = 1 \) and \( \xi \sim \varepsilon (\varepsilon = 0) \) are not coextensive. In recent correspondence (May 2017), Richard Heck endorses this argument and extends it: “Given how Frege defines ‘1’, we certainly cannot have \( 1 = ^\forall x (x=1) \), for essentially the reason Frege gives in the long footnote. Of course, the argument extends to other numbers. It’s easy to show that if a given number is neither zero nor anti-zero (the number of \( x=x \)), then there are at least two concepts with that number: Let \( F \) be some concept with the number in question; since the number is not zero, there is an \( F \), say \( a \); since the number is not anti-zero, there is a non-\( F \), say \( b \); now just swap \( a \) and \( b \), i.e., consider: \( (F \xi \neq \xi a) \lor \xi = b \). That is equinumerous to and different from \( F \). For the case of 0, the argument is a bit more involved, since \( 0 = ^\forall x (x \sim ^\forall y (y \neq y)) = ^\forall x (x = ^\forall y (y \neq y)) \), so there is only one such \( x \). But if \( 0 = ^\forall x (x=0) \), then \( ^\forall x (x=0) = ^\forall x (x = ^\forall y (y \neq y)) \), so \( 0 = ^\forall y (y \neq y) \), but then \( ^\forall x (x \sim ^\forall y (y \neq y)) = ^\forall y (y \neq y) \), which fails, since the former is not empty. Finally, anti-zero cannot be its own unit class, either, but that depends upon the fact that there are Dedekind infinitely many objects. But that is actually quite easy to prove. Just consider the sequence:

\[
\begin{align*}
^\forall y (y \neq y) \\
^\forall x (x = ^\forall y (y \neq y)) \\
^\forall z (z = ^\forall x (x = ^\forall y (y \neq y)))
\end{align*}
\]

and so forth. These are just the Zermelo numbers.”
Frege initially suggests that there is parity between all objects (of an all-inclusive domain), that are given to us independently of value-ranges, regarding the legitimacy of identifying them with their unit classes. In other words: When the focus is laid on the semantics of the formal language — and this is obviously Frege’s guiding principle in §10 — the bounded generalization “∀A(ε(ε = A) = A)” seems legitimate, and his argument that the mode of presentation of an object must not be regarded as its immutable property does not thwart it. (I shall say more on this in a moment under (iv).) Furthermore, if it is conceded that regarding the stipulation “ε(ε = A) = A” all objects that are distinct from both the True and the False and which we likewise do not come across in the garb of value-ranges are on a par with the truth-values on logical grounds, then the situation is as follows: There was simply no need for Frege to go one step further in the footnote and point out that the (allegedly) requisite inclusion of objects referred to by value-range names in a possible generalization of “ε(ε = A) = A” is unfeasible (because it offends against the contextual stipulation), unless Φ(ξ) is a concept under which a single object falls, namely ξ Φ(α). In any event, the question of whether the stipulation “ε(ε = A) = A” can be consistently extended to objects already referred to by value-range names seems to be insignificant if we attempt to remove the massive indeterminacy of the references of value-range terms which Frege

62 Frege attempts to justify the requirement of including in a possible generalization of “ε(ε = A) = A” objects that are given to us as value-ranges by adducing his old “different guise argument”. Cook and Ebert write: “Frege’s permutation argument shows that identifying the truth-values with their singletons will not generate logical difficulties of exactly the sort that would arise were he to identify all objects with their singletons more generally” (Cook and Ebert 2016, p. 335). I assume that “all objects” is meant to include those objects that are given to us as value-ranges. Cook and Ebert’s statement, taken literally, does not rule out that the stipulation in §10 might generate logical difficulties, but if so, they would be of a different kind than those that according to Frege’s argument in the footnote to §10 would inevitably arise if “ε(ε = A) = A” were intended to apply with unbounded generality. Note that Cook and Ebert do not state expressly that they consider the dual stipulation in §10 to be logically unassailable. However this may be, if (a) we take Frege at his word (as I did) when at the outset of the footnote he declares that the stipulation “ε(ε = A) = A” is possible for every object A that is not given to us as a value-range, and if (b) we put this possibility into effect, then doing this should not cause any logical difficulty (if it causes a logical difficulty at all) differing in kind from a logical difficulty that might arise from the identification of the truth-values with their unit classes. To re-emphasize, following Frege’s line of argument in the footnote, a genuine logical difficulty — quite different in kind from the difficulty that is supposed to emerge from the restrained generalization of “ε(ε = A) = A” — arises only if all objects that are given to us in the guise of value-ranges are included in the generalization of “ε(ε = A) = A” — with the exception of “ε Φ(ε)”, if Φ(ξ) is a concept under which ξ Φ(ε) alone falls (as was already said above).
would have to face if he were to regard the range of the first-order variables as all-embracing. And clearly, the question of whether, for example, \( \hat{e}(e = (e = e)) = e \) coincides with Julius Caesar qua \( \hat{e}(e = \text{Julius Caesar}) \) would pose the same problem as the question of whether \( \hat{e}(e = (e = e)) \) is identical with \( \hat{e}(e = \text{Julius Caesar}) \). It seems to me that the entire footnote only makes recognizable sense, if we understand it as a tentative reflection about a possible way to resolve the referential indeterminacy of value-range names which Frege would inevitably face even at the end of §12, if he considered the first-order domain to be all-embracing.

(iv) Despite appearances, Frege’s argument in the long footnote to §10 concerning the possibility of generalizing the dual stipulation in §10 does not undermine or invalidate his identification of the True and the False with their unit classes. (Here I am indebted to Richard Heck and an anonymous referee.) By invoking the permutation argument, we can say that the dual stipulation is logically consistent with the contextual stipulation and, hence, legitimate on logical grounds. In my view, platonist concerns are completely blinded out in §10, but they apparently play a certain role in the footnote that is under discussion. It seems that Frege has a very pragmatic attitude in §10, one that seemingly runs afoul of the strong platonism which he expresses in other places of his work including Grundgesetze. His credo seems to be: what the eye does not see, the heart does not grieve over. More specifically, in §10 Frege probably does not care at all about the question of whether there is some fact of the matter about whether, say, the True is a value-range and, if so, which one it is or which function it may belong to.\(^{65}\)

---

\(^{63}\) Note that in the light of the dual stipulation in §10 the identification of \( \hat{e}(e = (e = e)) \) with \( \hat{e}(\hat{e}(e = (e = e)) = e) \) does not clash with the criterion of identity for value-ranges provided by the contextual stipulation and, hence, would be legitimate from a logical point of view. Due to the dual stipulation in §10, the True is identical with \( \hat{e}(e = (e = e)) \) (and of course with \( \hat{e}(-(e) \) or with \( \hat{e}(e = \alpha = \alpha) \)) and the corresponding function \( \xi = (\xi = \xi) \) is therefore a concept under which \( \hat{e}(e = (e = e)) \) (or \( \hat{e}(-(e) \) or \( \hat{e}(e = \alpha = \alpha) \)) alone falls.

\(^{64}\) In recent correspondence, Richard Heck pointed out to me that the very problem that is under discussion in §10 makes no sense if it is read against an extreme platonist background.

\(^{65}\) If there were a (metaphysical) fact of the matter that the True is identical with \( \hat{e}(-(e) \) — a case which the contextual stipulation does not rule out — then the first of the twin stipulations in §10 would amount to identifying the True with itself. Metaphysically or platonistically speaking, it would then be an unerring stipulation. By contrast, if there were a fact of the matter that the True is identical with \( \hat{e}(e = \neg \forall x(x = x)) \) — a case which the contextual stipulation does not exclude either — then the second stipulation in §10 would amount to identifying the False with the True. From a platonist point of view, the second stipulation would then miss its mark. To be sure, if the first-order domain in Grundgesetze is taken to be all-encompassing, then Frege
Seen in this way, he is not bound to rule out, prior to the twofold stipulation in §10, that the True and the False are classes containing more than one object or no object at all.

I would even go a little further. Suppose that Frege had been asked: If from the point of view of your platonist stance you had to answer the question “Is there a fact of the matter in the mind-independent universe of (Fregean) logical objects whether, say, the True is a value-range, and if so, which one?”, what would you say? I think that Frege would probably have answered with “yes“. In particular, he might have pointed out — although in different wording — that mind-independent and epistemically inaccessible facts about the truth-values and value-ranges do not undermine his stipulation in §10, since its legitimacy — its consistency with the constraints that he had previously imposed on value-ranges and the truth-values — rests entirely on the permutation argument and the identifiability thesis both of which are grounded in broadly logical considerations.

The only constraint imposed on value-ranges up to §10 is the contextual stipulation in §3. From a logical point of view, this is the only relevant thing that we know about value-ranges up to §10. Regarding the truth-values, I consider the constraints to be their characteristic marks which Frege mentions in Frege 1893, §2, in particular this one: a declarative sentence refers either to the True or the False, and the True and the False are distinct (logical) objects. In his response to the hypothetical question above, Frege might have added that in general it is not metaphysical, but logical constraints that have a formative influence on the semantics of his concept-script. Plainly, the reference of, say, “\(\epsilon(-\epsilon) = \Box \alpha\)” has not been settled by any stipulation prior to the stipulation in §10. The contextual stipulation neither confirms nor rules out that a given value-range name corefers, say, with a name of the False, and that is one important point at issue in §10, although it is not the only one as can be seen from the fact that prior to §10 the reference of “\(\neg \epsilon \Phi(\epsilon)\)” and “\(\neg \epsilon \Phi(\epsilon)\)” has not been fixed either. So, from the point of view of his platonism Frege would probably have said that “\(\epsilon(-\epsilon) = \Box \alpha\)” has a determinate truth-value independently of our judgements and assertions. Yet in the same breath, he would probably have insisted that within the framework of his stipulations — and this is obviously the only thing that matters when he deals with the semantics of value-range names in §§10, 31, whence his non-chalance vis-à-vis his platonism — lacks a (determinate) reference prior to the stipulation that he is going to make in §10. Claiming the opposite would be at odds with what Frege says in the first half of §10. In the light of his general semantic principles, a sentence (truth-value name) that is said to contain a referentially indeterminate expression — and this applies prior

---

could not even rule out, prior to §10, that \(\epsilon(-\epsilon)\) and \(\epsilon(\epsilon = \neg \forall x(x = x))\) coincide with two distinct celestial bodies, say, with Jupiter and Mars.
to §10, for example, to “\(\tilde{\epsilon}(-\varepsilon)\)” as a constituent of “\(\tilde{\epsilon}(\varepsilon) = \emptyset \varepsilon \alpha\)” — cannot be considered to have a determinate reference.

9 Closing

We have seen that Frege cannot have his cake and eat it when in Grundgesetze he engages in fixing the references of canonical value-range names up to uniqueness by completing the unfinished business left by the contextual stipulation in §3. The proposed method in §10 to accomplish this is hopelessly doomed to failure if the first-order domain is taken to be all-inclusive. And recall that the all-inclusiveness of the domain is most obviously suggested by Frege’s definitions of first-level function-names. What then is the driving force behind the non-exclusiveness thesis that motivates him to defend it so forcefully in several places of his work?

To all appearances, Frege is convinced that the requirement that a (first-level) function, concept or relation must have sharp boundaries can be met only if the range of admissible arguments is regarded as all-embracing. However, he does not mention any compelling reason why he thinks that this condition must be satisfied. His conviction that utmost generality and universal applicability are the salient features of both logic and arithmetic — the domain of the conceptually thinkable and the domain of the countable are considered to be the most comprehensive of all domains — may have been his principal motive for setting up the thesis that functions, concepts and relations, if they are used in science, must have a value for every appropriate argument (or for every pair of appropriate arguments).

Within classical two-valued logic, Frege’s requirement of sharply delimiting concepts and relations may appear intelligible, since for him the requirement is only the law of excluded middle in a different guise. Yet the idea that the requirement, if it is to be sustainable, must go hand in hand with the assumption that the first-order domain includes all the objects there are, is less intelligible. This idea provokes the objection that the requirement could also be met if certain restrictions were imposed on the first-order domain. Prima facie, the domain could be limited to just those logical objects which from Frege’s point of view are needed for laying the logical foundations of cardinal arithmetic, real analysis and the arithmetic of complex numbers. Thus, if the first-order domain is said to contain only the True and the False and value-ranges of first-level functions, and if these basic logical objects are or have been completely determined in Frege’s sense of “complete determination”, then the question of whether or not, for example, Julius Caesar falls under the concept — \(\xi\) simply does not arise. However, when reading through the two volumes of Grundgesetze there appear to be grounds for suspicion that Frege would not have been prepared to abandon his non-exclusiveness thesis had he been confronted with the dilemma that his strategy in §§10-12 provokes.

Be that as it may, let me now try to figure out how far Frege might have got in §§10-12 regarding his aim of determining completely the reference of “\(\tilde{\epsilon} q(\varepsilon)\)”, had he
expressly limited the range of the first-order variables to the truth-values and value-ranges, for example most conveniently in §2, prior to his elucidations of the first primitive function-names of the concept-script. As it turns out, even in this case his plan of conferring a unique reference on each canonical value-range name would come to naught, due to the lacking legitimacy of the identification of the True and the False with special value-ranges. Clearly, this stipulation is the linchpin in Frege’s strategy of fixing completely the reference of “ϕ(ε)” via the step-by-step specification of the values of the primitive first-level functions of his system for fitting arguments, and, as we have seen, its key role is later reflected in his attempt to demonstrate that regular value-range names refer to something.

In what follows, I shall advance two arguments in connection with Frege’s twin stipulations in §10. The first argument is one from the point of view of the syntax of his formal language and discusses the inappropriate but revisable placement of §10, including the dual stipulation that he makes at its end. The second argument is a semantic one. If it is granted some force it may call into question, if not undermine the rightfulness of the stipulation in §10. In my view, the argument applies independently of the question of whether the permutation argument and the identifiability thesis that Frege presents in §10 are formally sound.66

9.1 An argument against the legitimacy of the twin stipulations from the viewpoint of the syntax of the concept-script

My first argument runs as follows: How can Frege believe to have fixed the references of canonical value-range names uniquely at the end of §12 (which to all appearances he does) even if we assume in his favour, but only for the sake of argument, that he considers the first-order domain of his logical system to contain only the truth-values and value-ranges? At this stage of the exposition of the concept-script, the syntax of the

---

66 For a detailed and technically sophisticated analysis of Frege’s permutation argument and his identifiablity thesis see Wehmeier and Schroeder-Heister 2005. The authors distinguish between two possible ways of interpreting Frege’s line of reasoning in *Grundgesetze*, §10: a metalogical and a mathematical interpretation. In section 6, they argue, by appealing to Schroeder-Heister (1987), that Frege’s identifiability thesis, metalogically construed, is false and that consequently the permutation argument under its metalogical interpretation must be invalid. They also argue (p. 53), by drawing attention to the second footnote to *Grundgesetze*, §10, that in all likelihood Frege must have been aware of the counterexamples to the identifiability thesis (metalogically interpreted) that are put forward in Schroeder-Heister (1987). See in this connection the subtle and thorough analysis in Heck 2012, chapter 4 with special emphasis on the section 4.5 ‘Are the Arguments in §10 Syntactic or Semantic?’ I, for one, tend to sympathize with Heck’s view of the matter including his arguments against some of the claims made by Schroeder-Heister and Wehmeier (2005) and hope to be able to comment on them on another occasion.
formal language is at best in statu nascendi. In particular, we are lacking reliable criteria to decide whether a given value-range name such as “\( \xi (\epsilon = \epsilon) \)” or “\( \xi (\epsilon = \omega \rightarrow \alpha = \alpha) \)” is well-formed from the primitive names. Recall that Frege uses the second name when he stipulates — not literally but in substance — that “\( \xi (\epsilon = \omega \rightarrow \alpha = \alpha) \)” corefers with a name of the False. Yet only if we knew that these value-range names are well-formed according to the formation rules of the concept-script might we be confident that they have been endowed with a unique reference via the stipulations that Frege makes in §§3, 10-12. It is true that in §9 he introduces the value-range notation, but the three rules for the extraction of function-names from more complex names via gap formation are only laid down in §26. And the syntactic rule which governs the insertion of a suitable argument expression into the argument-place of a first-, second- or third-level function-name is officially stated and explained only in §30 entitled “Two ways of forming a name”, although the criteria of referentiality in §26 are essentially formulated in terms of this syntactic operation. Frege seems to take the application of this rule for granted even at an early stage in the exposition of the concept-script, as many examples suggest, but he is not entitled to do so. At any rate, both names “\( \xi (\epsilon = \epsilon) \)” and “\( \xi (\epsilon = \omega \rightarrow \alpha = \alpha) \)” contain “\( \xi = \xi \)” as a constituent name.

In section 3, we have seen that the formation of “\( \xi = \xi \)” consists in an iterated application of the rule of insertion (= first and second steps of construction) and the subsequent application of the first gap formation rule to “\( \Delta = \Delta \)”. (“\( \Delta \)” is used here as an auxiliary name which represents a well-formed proper name of the concept-script.) And “\( \xi (\epsilon = \epsilon) \)” results finally from the insertion of “\( \xi = \xi \)” into the argument-place of “\( \xi \phi(\epsilon) \)”.

Similarly, “\( \xi (\epsilon = \omega \rightarrow \alpha = \alpha) \)” can only be obtained by first forming “\( \xi = \xi \)” and by subsequently applying four times the rule of insertion.

So, it seems that from a syntactic point of view Frege is operating in a vacuum — at least until §26 — when he deals with the semantics of non-primitive concept-script expressions in one way or another. In particular, at the stage of §10, he is not yet in possession of the linguistic means that are required to make effectively the twin stipulations in §10 by appeal to the permutation argument and the identifiability thesis. The fact that this stipulation is informal — it is neither a definition nor is it, unlike the

---

67 For the sake of explanation, Frege uses “\( \xi = \xi \)” and “\( \omega \rightarrow \alpha = \alpha \)” already in Frege 1893, §8, just after having elucidated the first-order universal quantifier. The elucidation requires to state more precisely which function \( \Phi(\xi) \) is in each case. Frege calls it the corresponding function about which there may be doubts in some cases, which he discusses then at length. An innocent reader of the first eight sections of Grundgesetze may wonder how in his syntax Frege gets from “\( \xi = \xi \)” to “\( \xi = \xi \)” and “\( \omega \rightarrow \alpha = \alpha \)”. 
contextual stipulation, later encoded as an axiom of the formal theory — means no free ticket for taking for granted the formation rules of the formal language in §10 as well as in subsequent sections until he has reached §26.

Even if we concede that thanks to the introduction of the value-range notation in §9 Frege can form “\(\varepsilon(-\varepsilon)\)” in §10, he cannot form a name of the True such as “\(\neg\varepsilon\alpha = \neg\alpha\)” or “\(\neg\varepsilon\alpha = \neg\alpha\)”, let alone “\(\neg\varepsilon\alpha = \alpha\)”, without introducing and legitimizing the syntactic operation of insertion (plus gap formation in the case of “\(\neg\varepsilon\alpha = \alpha\)”), nor is he able to form the name of the extension of a concept under which only the False falls such as “\(\varepsilon(\varepsilon = \neg\varepsilon\alpha)\)” or “\(\varepsilon(\varepsilon = \neg\varepsilon\alpha)\)”. And as we have seen, due to the unavailability of any gap formation rule in §10 and, hence, of “\(\neg\xi = \xi\)”, his choice of “\(\varepsilon(\varepsilon = \neg\varepsilon\alpha = \alpha)\)” as a name that is declared to refer to the False is inadmissible, even if insertion were permissible in §10. Charitably interpreted, at the stage of §12 Frege could at best claim to have conferred a reference on the name of a value-range of a primitive monadic first-level function, namely only on “\(\varepsilon(-\varepsilon)\)”, “\(\varepsilon(-\varepsilon)\)” and “\(\varepsilon(\varepsilon)\)” — a result that is miles away from his goal. Value-ranges of dyadic first-level functions such “\(\xi = \zeta\) and “\(\xi \varepsilon \xi\)” and their names are introduced only in §36 where the syntax of the formal language is already in the bag. Admittedly, my “syntactic” argument against Frege’s procedure in §§10-12 probably does not reveal a fatal flaw in his methodology. In fact, I think that the flaw could have been remedied if Frege had taken pains to reorganize the exposition of the concept-script. In particular, he could easily have set out the syntax of the formal language at a much earlier stage. Furthermore, in successive sections he could have dealt with the semantics of the concept-script in such a way that the issues raised in §10 fit in seamlessly and in a terminologically streamlined fashion with the proof of referentiality in §31 and the explanatory remarks accompanying it.

In this connection, Richard Heck drew my attention to his observation in Heck 2012, p. 117 that in many ways “§10 would have been better placed, say, between §30 and §31, since that is its true context. If so, however, then the discussion in §10 inherits the semantic character of the discussion in §31.” I agree that for methodological and organizational reasons this would have been just the right place for Frege to deploy his arguments of §10, perhaps along with some illuminating comments (interspersed in the next section, the old section 31) on the interplay or “reciprocity” between the piecemeal strategy in §10 and the demonstration in §31 that by virtue of the previous stipulations the primitive name “\(\varepsilon Q(\varepsilon)\)” has indeed been endowed with a unique reference.

In my judgement, even the initial key section for fixing the semantics of value-range terms, namely §3, has not got its best place in the exposition of the concept-script. As far as the elucidations of the primitive function-names “\(\neg\xi\)”, “\(\neg\xi\)” and “\(\neg\varepsilon\alpha\)” are concerned, there is no reference to value-ranges at all (cf. §§ 5-8). An
explicit appeal to value-ranges was only needed when Frege came to elucidate \( \neg \xi \) in §11. The values of the conditional function for all arguments are specified without explicit reference to value-ranges (§12).\(^{68}\) Thus, I think that Frege should have removed §3 from its original place and integrated it suitably into what in Grundgesetze is §9. More specifically, I think that in order to frame the semantics of his formal language as transparently as possible, Frege should first have made a clear statement concerning the size of the first-order domain of his logical system (say, in §2), followed by elucidations of the horizontal, negation, identity, the conditional, the first- and second-order universal quantifiers in partly new sections 3—8.\(^ {69}\) In another section (exactly section 9), he could then have introduced the value-range notation and immediately after that

\(^{68}\) Frege adds that according to his (standard) elucidation of the function \( \neg \zeta \rightarrow \neg \xi \) in §12 and the previous stipulations its values are also fixed for value-ranges as arguments. Yet it seems not very likely to me that he understands the addition — which results from his proposed piecemeal strategy in §10 — as a proper part of his prior elucidation of \( \neg \zeta \rightarrow \neg \xi \). One reason for this is that I do not think that in Frege’s opinion the elucidation of \( \neg \zeta \rightarrow \neg \xi \) without a reference to value-ranges as arguments leaves any referential indeterminacy of \( \neg \zeta \rightarrow \neg \xi \) in its wake. A second reason will be mentioned shortly in connection with \( \xi = \zeta \). Frege writes in §12: “in all other cases the value of the function [that is, of \( \neg \zeta \rightarrow \neg \xi \)] shall be the True”. What all the other cases (= admissible arguments) specifically are — I assume that he has all objects whatsoever in mind — need not be spelled out from his point of view in order to provide an unobjectionable elucidation of the name of the conditional function and in this way confer a determinate reference on it. Analogous remarks apply to the function-name \( \xi = \zeta \) which, thanks to its elucidation in §7, has been provided with a (unique) reference. The subsequent specification (in §10) of the value of \( \xi = \zeta \) for the True as \( \xi \)-argument and a special value-range as \( \zeta \)-argument (and similarly for the False as \( \zeta \)-argument) is probably not intended as a post ex facto extension or completion of the previous elucidation in §7. If it were so intended, then Frege would be offending against his rationale that not only piecemeal definitions but also piecemeal elucidations of primitive names are inadmissible in his logic. I say this despite the fact that at the end of §10 he points out that the stipulation of the values of the primitive first-level functions for value-ranges as arguments can be seen as a determination both of the value-ranges and of the relevant function — which I termed “the dual strategy”, but also stressed that it is just two sides of the same coin.

\(^{69}\) If Frege had explicitly stated that the first-order variables range only over the truth-values and value ranges, he could have spared himself the trouble of adding the long footnote to §10. As I have argued, this footnote seems to make only sense if we understand it as a reflection about a possible removal of the referential indeterminacy of value-range names which Frege would still inevitably face even at the end of §12, if he considered the first-order domain to be all-embracing. If he did not, why should he bother about the question of whether, say, Caesar and Brutus or Mars and Jupiter, or even objects that are already given to us in the guise of value-ranges, could be identified with their unit classes?
the primitive function-name “\( \dot{q}(\varepsilon) \)”\(^{70}\), and hence value-ranges, via the stipulation: “I use the combination of signs ‘ \( \varepsilon \Phi(\varepsilon) = \dot{a} \Psi(\alpha) \)’ as coreferential with ‘ \( \xi = \Delta \)’.”\(^{71}\) Furthermore, in a new section 10, Frege could have elucidated the definite description operator “\( \xi \)”. However, in this case he should either have skipped the opening remarks in §11 or he should have modified them appropriately without a reference to his tentative, but predictably unsuccessful proposal (in the long footnote to §10) to generalize the stipulation \( \varepsilon (\varepsilon = \Delta) = \Delta \) in such a way that it included also objects that are clad in the garb of value-ranges. And Frege could have added that in order to carry out the proofs of the basic laws of arithmetic in the most effective and most perspicuous manner he will crucially rely on a function-name — the application operator — which he will later define (in §34) by means of “\( \xi \)” (which is his first definition in Grundgesetze). By contrast, the name “\( \xi \)”, once it has been employed in the definition of “\( \xi \cap \zeta \)”, has almost entirely disappeared in the remainder of Grundgesetze. In fact, it occurs only once again, namely in §52, where Frege derives some propositions from Basic Laws V and VI.\(^{72}\)

---

\(^{70}\) As we have seen in section 6, “\( \dot{q}(\varepsilon) \)” makes its first separate appearance in Frege 1893, §22.

\(^{71}\) I ignore here the syntactic rule of insertion. Note that in contrast to §3 the contextual stipulation appears now formulated in terms of the value-range notation and the notation for first-order quantification.

\(^{72}\) According to Cook (Cook 2013, p. A-29), the definition of the application operator is “arguably” the “most important definition” in Grundgesetze. I am not quite sure whether in Frege’s judgement this definition is more important for his logicist project than any other definition that he frames in Grundgesetze, but its utmost importance for this project is beyond doubt. It could seem that much depends on the point of view from which one assesses the importance of a Grundgesetze definition in relation to other definitions. One might, for example, argue that from the point of view of Frege’s foundation of cardinal arithmetic the definition of the cardinality operator in Frege 1893, §40 could perhaps be considered to be the most important one. (Recall in this connection Frege’s earlier statement in Grundlagen, §4 according to which the main task of this book is the definition of cardinal number.) However this may be, here are three arguments of different weight in favour of Cook’s claim, although I doubt that one could set up a complete hierarchy for the Grundgesetze definitions in terms of their importance for laying the logical foundations of cardinal arithmetic and real analysis, if that were desirable at all. (1) The definition of the cardinality operator in §40 rests inter alia on the use of the application operator. Analogous remarks apply to almost all subsequent definitions, beginning in §37 with the definition of the single-valuedness of a relation and ending with the definition of “the circumstance that an object belongs to a series running from an object to an object” in §158. The only definitions (after §34) in which “\( \xi \cap \zeta \)” does not occur are the definitions of “0” and “1” in §§41-42. (2) “\( \xi \cap \zeta \)” is designed to create the possibility of representing both monadic and dyadic functions of first level by their value-ranges (“although of course not in such a way that they
In a next step, Frege should have set out the syntax of his formal language, followed by sections on inferences and consequences, the extension of the notation for generality, the criteria of referentiality and the analysis and the suggested removal of the referential indeterminacy of canonical value-range names to which the contextual stipulation gives rise. The latter section would be basically the old section 10, perhaps suitably modified and with reference to the fact that, thanks to the identification of the truth-values with their unit classes, the values of the functions \( \forall \xi \) and \( \rightarrow \xi \rightarrow \xi \) for value-ranges as arguments are already determined in accordance with their elucidations (in the old sections 11 and 12). Frege could then have carried out the proof of referentiality, followed by a section — essentially the old section 32 — in which unfolding and assessing the semantics of the formal language is supposed to come to completion. The remaining sections in his exposition (sections 33-52) would not have required any adjustment or rearrangement.

To end this discussion, let me give an example of what I mean by the desideratum of streamlining the accounts in Frege 1893, \( \S 10 \) and in \( \S 31 \). Generally speaking, I mean the adjustment of Frege’s account in \( \S 10 \) to his decidedly semantic mode of speaking in \( \S 31 \), also stressed by Heck in the quotation above. Thus, in a slightly revised section of the old \( \S 10 \) — ideally placed between \( \S 30 \) and \( \S 31 \) — Frege could have suggested that the indeterminacy which he characterizes at the beginning of \( \S 10 \) can be resolved by determining the reference of any name that results from inserting a name of a truth-

---

73 In the Foreword to Grundgesetze, Frege points out (p. XII) that \( \S 10 \) should be omitted on a first reading and goes on to observe that the same applies to \( \S 26 \) and \( \S S 28-32 \). He observes that these sections are not required for our understanding of concept-script sentences. (Thanks to Richard Heck for drawing my attention to Frege’s statements.) I, for one, think that for an adequate understanding of some, if not of for most concept-script sentences it is at least helpful to know the formation rules of the formal language and the way they interact.
value (a truth-value-name) or a name of a value-range (a value-range-name) into the argument-place(s) of a primitive first-level function-name. Later in this section, he could have continued as follows: The question can only be whether a name of a truth-value refers to a value-range...Now, the question whether a truth-value name refers to a value-range cannot possibly be decided on the basis of “the stipulation in §3”. (Note that this stipulation is already framed in semantic terms just as the similar (possible) stipulation which Frege mentions immediately after having drawn attention to the undecidable question which I have just reformulated in semantic terms.)...Thus, ...it is always possible to determine that an arbitrary (canonical) value-range name refers to the True and that another arbitrary value-range name, which is not coreferential with the first, refers to the False. Let us therefore stipulate that, say, “(−ε) = −ωα = α” refers to the True and that “(ε = ωα = α) = ωα = α” likewise refers to the True. (Names like “−ωα = α” or “(ε = ωα = α)” would of course be available if §10 had been placed between §30 and §31.) Accordingly, at the end of the revised section, Frege could have presented his (alleged) achievement as well as the proposed “dual strategy” as follows: We have hereby determined the references of value-range names as far as is possible at this stage. Only when we introduce a (primitive) first-level function-name that is not completely reducible to the (first-level) function-names already known will we be able to stipulate what reference it is to have for names of value-ranges as argument-expressions; and this can then be regarded as a determination of the references of value-range names as well as of the reference of that function-name.

9.2 An argument against the legitimacy of the twin stipulations from a semantic point of view

Prior to the presentation of my second argument against the alleged legitimacy of the twin stipulations in §10, I shall discuss the question of what it means for Frege to “determine logical objects completely”. I shall do this chiefly with the aim in mind to set the stage for my second argument. For practical reasons, I shall partly resume Frege’s non-semantic mode of speaking in §10.

I believe that in Frege’s view logical objects could, in principle, be completely determined either (a) by means of an appropriate elucidation of a fundamental primitive second- or higher-order monadic function whose values for admissible arguments are just the desired new objects; (b) by means of an explicit definition of a sortal first-level concept under which the new objects and only those are supposed to fall and which consequently satisfies the principle of completeness, that is, the condition of the sharp delimitation of the concept; (c) by stating criteria of identity for the new objects in terms of a logical abstraction principle and by subsequently making additional stipulations. The latter would be mandatory since Fregean abstraction principles
Intrinsically involve a massive indeterminacy of reference for term-forming operators, and they do so across the board.

In the case under consideration, Frege most likely regarded (c) as the only viable strategy. For clearly, an elucidation of \( \hat{e}q(\epsilon) \) along the lines of the elucidations of the other primitive functions of his system, say, “The value of \( \hat{e}q(\epsilon) \) for the function \( \Phi(\xi) \) as argument is the value-range of \( \Phi(\xi) \)” appears to be ruled out because it illicitly presupposes that we already possess the specific knowledge of value-ranges that is required for using them in the logical construction of arithmetic.\(^\text{74}\) Recall in this connection the fatal assumption that Frege makes prior to his explicit definition of the cardinality operator in *Grundlagen*, §68, namely that the reader knows exactly what extensions of concepts are.

Option (b) does not fare better than option (a). At first glance, one might be tempted to assume that Frege could have defined the predicate “\( a \) is a value-range” (“\( \text{VR}(a) \)”), modelled on his definition of “\( n \) is a cardinal number” in *Frege 1884*, §72, and in this way could have achieved his aim of completely determining value-ranges:

\[
\text{VR}(a) := \exists q(\hat{e}q(\epsilon) = a).
\]

Equipped with this definition, which, let us suppose, satisfies Frege’s principle of completeness, he would have been in a position to decide, in principle, for every given object \( a \) whether or not it is a value-range. If \( a \) is a value-range and is given to us as such, the contextual stipulation or Axiom V would tell us whether \( a \) is identical with a value-range \( b \) referred to by a canonical value-range name. Unfortunately, the definition rests on the assumption that the value-range operator has already been endowed with a unique reference, which is not the case, at least not before reaching the final stipulation in §12. Yet if it had been so endowed, then it seems that from Frege’s point of view value-ranges already would have been completely determined. This is of course not to say that the definition I tentatively proposed above would be useless, if prior to it the reference of “\( \hat{e}q(\epsilon) \)” had in fact been fixed uniquely.

Let us now examine option (c) which Frege endorses regarding the intended complete determination of value-ranges. As I had underscored earlier, all that we are

\(^\text{74}\) In *Frege 1893*, §9 Frege makes a stipulation concerning “\( \hat{e}\Phi(\epsilon) \)”; he does so in addition to his contextual stipulation in §3. The former bears a certain similarity to the standard elucidations of the other primitive function-names: Generally speaking, “\( \hat{e}\Phi(\epsilon) \)” shall refer to the value-range of the function \( \Phi(\xi) \). Suppose, Frege had intended to place the stipulation in §9 on a par with the elucidations of the other primitive function-names. In this case, the stipulation should have conferred a definite reference on “\( \hat{e}q(\epsilon) \)” at once. Consequently, the contextual stipulation in §3 would be dispensable with respect to fixing the reference of “\( \hat{e}q(\epsilon) \)”. But it is of course not dispensable. Frege crucially refers to it at the outset of §10, but does not mention at all the stipulation concerning “\( \hat{e}\Phi(\epsilon) \)” in §9. I conclude then that the latter is not regarded as contributing anything to the determination of the reference of “\( \hat{e}q(\epsilon) \)” or of a canonical value-range name “\( \hat{e}\Phi(\epsilon) \)”.

For more details concerning the status of the stipulation in §9 see Anonymous; see also the interesting reflections in Heck 2012, §5.4, pp. 129 ff.
supposed to know about value-ranges up to the opening of §10 is that they governed by or satisfy the criterion of identity embedded in the contextual stipulation. In the exposition of the concept-script, in particular in the layout of its semantics, no “metaphysical” knowledge concerning value-ranges is involved. However, the identification of the True and the False with their unit classes as the outgrowth of the permutation argument provides us with further important knowledge by stipulation about value-ranges and, hence, contributes essentially to their (alleged) complete determination. (i) that every value-range whose correlated function is coextensive neither with \( -\xi \) nor with \( \xi = \forall x(x = x) \), is distinct from both the True and the False (see in this respect also Frege’s letter to Russell of 29.6.1902, Frege 1976, p. 219). (ii) that \( \hat{e}(\varepsilon) \) or \( \hat{e}(\varepsilon = (\varepsilon = \varepsilon)) \) or \( \hat{e}(\varepsilon = \forall x(x = x)) \) — or the extension of any (intensionally speaking) other concept that is coextensive with \(-\xi\) — is the only value-range that falls under \(-\xi\); and correspondingly (iii) that all value-ranges with the sole exception of \( \hat{e}(\varepsilon) \) fall under \(-\xi\); (iv) that \( \hat{e}(\varepsilon) \) qua the True and \( \hat{e}(\varepsilon = \forall x(x = x)) \) qua the False are the only values of the concepts and relations of the formal system for admissible arguments. The process of yielding the knowledge by stipulation about value-ranges that Frege considers to be requisite for operating with them in a well-founded way in his logical theory comes to completion as soon as the values of the definite description function and those of the conditional function for value-ranges as arguments have been specified.

If the first-order domain in *Grundgesetze* were indeed taken to consist only of the truth-values and value-ranges, then, on the face of it, the stepwise determination of the values of the primitive first-level functions for the truth-values and value-ranges may seem to be a suitable strategy for achieving the goal of a complete determination of the references of value-range names. In section 7, we have seen that the restriction to primitive functions in this procedure is directly bound up with his central strategic idea in §31: in order to prove that all well-formed concept-script names are referential it suffices to show that every primitive function-name of the formal language has a reference, thanks to the inductive assumption that the formation rules, whenever they are applied in order to construct new names, preserve the property of being referential. This idea is basically a promising one, and it renders the proposed strategy in §10 with an eye to §§29-31 plausible.

75 Note that at the end of §10, in contrast to its beginning, Frege requires that the values of further primitive first-level functions — that he regards as irreducible and indispensable for carrying out his logicist programme — are determined only for value-ranges as arguments. This restriction might be due to the fact that the truth-values had already been identified with special value-ranges. The former now figure as values of \( \hat{e} q(\varepsilon) \) for certain arguments and, hence, as objects satisfying he contextual stipulation, that is, they are value-ranges. Thus, if contrary to what the phrase “just as for all other arguments” at the beginning of §10 suggests, Frege regarded the first-order domain as containing only the True and the False and value-ranges, then his choice of phrasing at the end of §10 (“for value-ranges as arguments”) would appear intelligible.

76 In §10, this point is passed over in silence or simply taken for granted by Frege, although it stands in need of an argument.
So far, so good. However, in what follows, I present a semantic argument against the alleged rightfulness of the transsortal stipulations in §10, while bearing in mind Frege’s own methodological standards.

In my view, it seems hardly disputable that Frege cannot treat incompletely determined references of value-range names as if they had been completely determined. But this is precisely what he does in §10 when he comes to identify the primitive objects of logic, the True and the False, with special value-ranges. On the one hand, it is clear from his opening remark in §10 that via the contextual stipulation in §3 he has by no means yet completely determined the reference of a name such as “\(\hat{\epsilon} \Phi(\epsilon)\)”. And we further know, again from his own statement, that he has still some way to go to achieve a complete removal of the indeterminacy in question even if the domain comprises only the truth-values and value-ranges. On the other hand, it seems that in §10 he takes at least the value-ranges \(\hat{\epsilon} (\neg \epsilon)\) and \(\hat{\epsilon} (\epsilon = \neg \forall x (x = x))\) or the references of \(\hat{\epsilon} (\neg \epsilon)\) and \(\hat{\epsilon} (\epsilon = \neg \forall x (x = x))\) to be fully determined.\(^{77}\) If he did not, how could he feel entitled to identify the True with the first value-range (the reference of the first value-range name) and the False with the second (the reference of the second value-range name), even if we assume in his favour that both the permutation argument and the identifiability thesis are formally sound? Moreover, in the light of the identifiability thesis, not only \(\hat{\epsilon} (\neg \epsilon)\) and \(\hat{\epsilon} (\epsilon = \neg \forall x (x = x))\), but any pair of value-ranges of extensionally non-equivalent monadic first-level functions of the system would have to be regarded as completely determined, contrary to Frege’s pronouncements in §10. So, at least on the face of it we seem to encounter an incoherence in §10.

Suppose, for the sake of argument, that Frege miraculously succeeded in completely fixing the references of value-range names prior to his identification of the truth-values with \(\hat{\epsilon} (\neg \epsilon)\) and \(\hat{\epsilon} (\epsilon = \neg \forall x (x = x))\). Plainly, in this case the identification in question would lose its momentum and degenerate to an idle wheel. Yet due to the fundamental role that the primitive function \(\xi = \zeta\) plays in the piecemeal process of providing every

---

Frege writes at the beginning of §10: “If we assume that \(X(\xi)\) is a function that never receives the same value for different arguments, then exactly the same criterion for recognition holds for the objects whose names have the form ‘\(X(\hat{\epsilon} \Phi(\epsilon))\)’ as for the objects whose signs have the form ‘\(\hat{\epsilon} \Phi(\epsilon)\).’” When using the phrase “the objects whose signs have the form ‘\(\hat{\epsilon} \Phi(\epsilon)\)’” he does not, however, presuppose that names of the form “\(\hat{\epsilon} \Phi(\epsilon)\)” refer to objects that he has already completely determined. It is clear that at this stage of his line of argument in §10 Frege must express himself in one way or another in order to get his point across. Making the presupposition just mentioned would be in flagrant contradiction with his subsequent statement that by his stipulation in §3 the reference of a name such as “\(\hat{\epsilon} \Phi(\epsilon)\)” is by no means yet completely determined. But Frege does not commit this error, if we give him his grain of salt.
canonical value-range name with a unique reference, the twofold stipulation in §10 is considered to be the key element in this process. In Frege’s view, the complete determination of the references of value-range names, once it is achieved, seems to imply here that we should be able to decide whether the True or the False is distinct from any value-range or whether it coincides with a particular value-range, that is, with the value of $\hat{q}(\epsilon)$ for a given monadic first-level function as argument. It seems that in the light of Frege’s identification of the truth-values with insufficiently or incompletely determined value-ranges, the former, with which we are supposed to be perfectly familiar in our practice of judging and asserting, are now affected by indeterminacy because they are now value-ranges — a potentially disastrous consequence. In summary then, the identification of the True and the False with the references of yet incompletely fixed value-range names only preserves the initial indeterminacy of the latter (= the indeterminacy arising from the contextual stipulation in §3) instead of removing it to a large extent, and even worse, turns the former into objects lacking full determinacy, contrary to Frege’s firm belief that it is the two truth-values that stand out as logical objects by their characteristic determinacy once they have been introduced as the references of special function-value names (sentences).

Let me close with less critical remarks. When in Frege 1893, §3 Frege proceeds to fix (at least partially) the reference of the value-range operator by means of the contextual stipulation, could he not have shrugged off any platonist and “mode of being given” concerns and stipulated outright that both the True and the False are distinct from every value-range? As we have seen, when by appeal to the permutation argument and the identifiability thesis he decided in §10 to identify the True and the False with their unit classes, it seems that for pragmatic reasons he completely disregarded his commitment to platonism — although this commitment runs otherwise like a red thread through his logicism78 — and his closely related “mode of being given” caveat in the footnote to §10, which rehearses an earlier argument from Grundlagen. So, could Frege not have adopted a similarly insouciant or relaxed attitude before arriving at §10, say as early as in §3 of Grundgesetze, and combine the contextual stipulation with a stipulation stating that the reference of every truth-value name of the formal language — which according to my introduction and use of this term is a name which has the syntactic structure of a declarative sentence, refers either to the True or to the False and expresses a thought — is distinct from the reference of every canonical value-range name? The risk that in the course of laying out the formal system the True and the False might eventually crop up as value-ranges would have been extremely small, if there was such a risk at all. And in contrast to the twofold stipulation in §10 — whose formal legitimacy Frege bases only and exclusively on the permutation argument as a kind of

78 In Anonymous (2014), I argue in detail that Frege’s comments on Basic V in Frege 1903, §§146-147 (“Can our procedure be called a creation?”) are not in direct conflict with his platonism.
magic key for solving his semantic problem — the alternative stipulation considered by me would not have required a sophisticated argument. In short, if Frege had acquired a taste for such an alternative option and eventually had regarded it as viable without residual scruples, and if he had additionally stipulated that the first-order domain contains only the truth-values and value-ranges, then it could seem that he might have claimed on plausible grounds that the references of canonical value-range names are fixed uniquely once the syntax of the formal language was finalized. For arguably, the semantic interplay of the elucidations of the primitive first-level function-names, the contextual stipulation plus the stipulation declaring the distinctness of the reference of every truth-value name from the reference of every value-range name might have guaranteed that the reference of every primitive context in which one or two value-range names may occur is fixed or as Frege puts it: that the values of all primitive first-level functions for value-ranges as arguments are determined. According to a statement of Frege’s in §10, no more and no less is required in order to respond appropriately to the problems to which the contextual stipulation despite its merits gives rise.\footnote{As we have seen, the formation rules are supposed to transmit the property of being referential to all well-formed non-primitive concept-script names.} Moreover, showing, as part of the proof of referentiality, that “$\hat{\varphi}(\varepsilon)$” has indeed been endowed with a unique reference via the stipulations just mentioned would have been simpler and perhaps also more convincing than the proof that Frege actually gives in §31 regarding the reference of “$\hat{\varphi}(\varepsilon)$”. In sum, pursuing the alternative strategy that I recommended above by appeal to the pronounced pragmatism which Frege displays in the course of dealing with the semantics of value-range names, would probably not have resulted in a faux pas had he decided to give preference to it.

The problems with which Frege wrestles when he introduces value-ranges via logical abstraction and attempts to bestow on every canonical value-range name a unique reference lie at the very heart of the philosophy of logic and mathematics that underpins the formal elaboration of the logicist project. Although his exposition in \textit{Grundgesetze}, §10 and §§29-31 is occasionally affected by lack of clarity and coherence, and although he arguably does not succeed in fixing uniquely the references of value-range names, and despite the fact that his proof of referentiality miscarries, the methodology and formal technique that he applies in these sections, especially his profound insights regarding the referential indeterminacy of the terms introduced via logical abstraction as well as his related contextual account of reference, nonetheless deserve to be called pioneering in the history of logic and the foundations of mathematics at the end of the nineteenth century. Together with his earlier groundbreaking work in \textit{Grundlagen} they gave rise to and paved the way for much fruitful and stimulating work in the current philosophy of mathematics.
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